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It was a good year for ASI.
Under the leadership of student
Erik Fallis, ASI was able to
accdmplish many goals it had
proposed to do during 2002 and
2003. Its mission to serve the
students was met through accom
plishing objectives that benefited
the university student body.
ASI was able to actualize
their corporate mission by return
ing- to the principles of policy
development that place students
and their representatives on the
Board of Directors at the heart of
Associated Students. This year,
the Rules Committee hand
picked the representatives and
sent their choices to the Board of
Directors to be reviewed.
Diahnne Buhrow, a new fulltime Program Coordinator was
hired. She comes from Tampa, F1
where she was working at the
University of South Florida. Hey
primary responsibilities' iric®K
working with the ASI Acuvities
Board and ASI Marketing.
In order to have a posi
tive impact on the quality of
student participation in cam
pus-wide committees and to
build better leadership connecti<Mis, ASI created two new
College Advisory Councils for
the College of Arts and Letters
and College of Social
and
Behavioral Science.
In addition Palm Desert
Campus Advisory Board was cre
ated. This will help the students
of the Palm Desert campus get

By Liz ViUaireal
and Marie Thomson

Staff Writers
During the past week it
seems that ASI campaign signs
have been appearing everywhere.
Students and faculty can't
enter a classroom, restroom or
hallway without coming face-toface with the four smiling mem-

Do
Thirt} 22\2S Signs. Staked at
40 Inches

Don't

Liz Nicks makes WWPA
second team

Staff Writer

Rody Rodriguez! Chronicle

ASI President Erik Fallis is completing his term in office
involved with the delegation of
ASI funds, as well as provide a
leadership pipeline for the Palm
Pesert campus Advisory Board
director. Soon, an executive
board position will be appointed
for the Palm Desert campus.
ASI's campus-wide commit
tee drive made sure that students
were heard and were involved in
school policies. One of the poli
ces endoi^ed by ASI was the stu
dent privacy policy. The policy
fought to protect the security of
student information. ASI also
fought successfully to keep the
graduation fee the same as it was
l^t year.
Fallis has spent the last three
months with the External Affairs
Project: He is a member of the
Internal
Affairs
Steering
Committee. Fallis is a part of
those reviewing budgets and
policies as well as trying to keep
the university fees down.
"Fees are going up." Fallis
stated about the budget, he con

tinued to say that "I'm going to
protest the process."
Fallis
thinks, "Most are v^illing to pay
the fees if it is to save the system.
.. but, there was no time for stu
dents to prepare as well as there
not being any explanation for the
increase,"
The ASI fiscal plan itself has
gone very well. "We made no
mistakes. We have excesses on
every account this year. We've
bought new equipment, beefing
up the Associated Students with
out getting out of bounds," says
Fallis. The well-planned money
management allows the ASI to
change its strategy on events.
Instead of having small poorly
planned events; ASI is able to
have big events, well planned.
Through Alumni Affairs,
ASI was able to purchase new
buses for the school's away

ASI Continued on
Page 18

Signs of the times: Do's and Don'ts

One S\5 Sign
Fi%e 3x5 Signs

Sports
Page 20

By Marie Thomson

No off campus campaigning
No Websites
No writing on windows
No handing out food, buttons,
or apparel
No use of Student Union or
ASI equipment
No signs within 56 ft. of Pfau
Librarv

- f
bers who are running on each
ticket. Posters hang on nearly
every wall. Full color flyers
grace students' desks before they
even take their seats. It looks as
if Cal State's lawns and planters
are actually sprouting posters in
all their fluorescent glory.
So what is with all the signs?
Well, it's all just part of the
campaign process.
Have you ever wondered
what the rules are that each can
didate must follow to be included
in the election process in terms of
signs and advertisement?
There are many rules regard
ing the posting of signs for the
election. A disclaimer must be on
all campaign material in a 12
point font that reads-"ASI as a
corporation does not endorse any
candidate in the election." This is
the only wording that is required
on every article of campaigning,
otherwise candidates will receive
violations against them. After
receiving four violations a candi

date may be removed from the
election.
There is no campaigning in
the Student Union or any struc
tures pertaining to it. Signs can
not be posted within 50 feet of
the library. Off campus cam
paigning is not allowed and
included in that is writing on car
windows, websites, or passing
out campaign material at a loca
tion other than Cal State. Other
illegal forms of campaigning are
handing out food, buttons or
apparel. Candidates cannot use,
deliberately or innocently, any
equipment or supplies from the
Student Union or ASI.
With all of these rules, what
exactly is a candidate allowed to
do? Thirty posters (28"x22"
maximum) are allowed per can
didate on a stake that is 40" in
length. Five 3'x5' signs are

Signs Continued on
Page 18

According to the policy and
procedures of the Associated
Students Inc., the polling places
for the upcoming election shall
be in places that are easily acces
sible to all students. Because of
this, one might think that there
would be a high turnout of stu
dent voters in the elections. This
has not been the case in the last
few years.
Last year in 2002 only 892
students voted in the ASI elec
tions, out of a university popula
tion of over 16,000. This comes
out to only 5.5 percent of the stu
dents voted for their own repre
sentatives. The number was better
in 2001. Out of the almost 15,000
students on campus, 9.2 percent
voted in the election and 6.8 per
cent voted in the runoff election.
So why aren't more people
voting in the election? According
to students around campus most
of them do not even know where
polling places are going to be
located or when the dates of the
election are, there is not enough
advertising of the upcoming elec
tions.
Another student said that can
didates need to get out more and
let the campus population know of
what they are going to do for us, a
sign is not going to let us know
where they stand on various
issues. People are not going to
vote for people that they do not
know just because they have a
sign up.
»
Some su^estkxis that students
have aie k) have the polling {idaces give
out candy to evayone who votes, «
an "I voted" sticker, or some other
type of incentive.
Maybe in this upcoming
election the voter turnout rate will
increase if there is enough adver
tisement.

Liz Villarreall Chronicle
A prospective voter

Training for the front lines
III), sophomore Cadet Corporal
August Lopez (MS II), and fresh
Staff Writer
man Cadet Private First Class
Patrick Pagan (MS I).
Camp Pendelton — During
The Condor Battalion of
the weekend of April 24, was Cal
Claremont
McKenna College, to
State San Bernardino, along with
which
CSUSB
cadets belong, tra
other colleges, to conduct their
ditionally
trains
at C^p
field training exercises, or FTX.
Pendleton
during
the
Spring
The objective of this opera
FTX.
"This
area
is
great
for
tion was to provide third year
training,"
said
'Maj.
Raquel
cadets (MS III) a final opportuni
Durden from Cal Poly Pomona.
ty to practice their leadership and
Maj. Durden pointed out that
tactical skills through a series of
Pendleton's terrain more closely
squad and platoon level lanes,
matched that of Ft. Lewis than
night land navigation, and night
the
brush behind CSUSB.
patrols before Advanced Camp in
The squad lanes, conducted
on Friday and Saturday of the
weekend, allow each MS III the
chance to lead a squad through a
particular scenario.
Cadet
Ackerman led her squad in a
reconnaissance mission. "I made
a lot of improvements since STX
ISpring Training Exercise! with a
big improvement in troop leading
procedure," Ackerman said.
When asked her strengths and
weaknesses in her lane she
responded, "I did well in my
planning phase...but lost control
of my squad."
The platoon level lane,
which took place towards the end
.^.Saturday, highlighted theirain-.^
inc over the weekend. The MS
Aaron f-redcricLs/ Chronicle III cadets split off from the MS 1
ift^oldier waits in the bush for the enemy
and II cadets in order to finish
By Aaron Fredericks

Ft. Lewis, Washington this sum
mer.
First and second year cadets
(MS I and MS II) gained impor
tant experience and fourth year
cadets (MS IV) were able to exe
cute a military activity before
commission as officers in the
United States Army at the end of
the academic year. The cadets
from Cal State San Bernardino
included senior Cadet Captain
Jessica Carr (MS IV), graduate
student Cadet Sergeant Matthew
Arabian (MS III), junior Cadet
Sergeant Robyn Ackerman (MS

squad lanes. The underclassmen,
meanwhile, prepared defenses by
digging foxholes and trenches
and laying down barriers such as
Constantine wire. The resulting
battle had many simulated casu
alties on both sides. Cadet Pagan
commented on the exercise by
stating. "I got to dig a foxhole
an3 learn about proper defense."
The CSUSB cadets felt
overall that the FTX was educa
tional. "The lanes were semi real
and I could actually learn from
the MS 111 mistakes," said Cadet
Fagan. Cadet Lopez compli
mented the human aspect of the
expeiiCT<»;
i
'cam
the weekend luUiUed longtime
desires. "I come from a military

family and wanted to be in the
military,"
stated
Cadet
Ackerman.
The Condor Battalion cadre
also felt quaKfiest'llPesflS^ilaj^
achieved. The MS I and lis got a
ta.ste of the field and leadership
positions while the MS Ills got
their last chance to hone skills
before Camp this summer," stat
ed Capt. Kelley Lemons from
CSUSB.
Col. Henry Schleuning stat
ed, "The objective was clearly
achieved by exposing the cadets
to platoon level ops, night land
navigation, and STXs."
Col.

mem lay in liming and ihc minor
injuries sustained by two cadets. ,

WORLD NEWS BEAT

Campus Candid

Turkey:
6.4 Earthquake
Devastates small town
A 6.4 magnitude quake
struck Bingol, Turkey Thursday,
with as many as 50 confirmed
dead. Some 25 buildings have
been reduced to rubble due to the
quake. The Celtiksuyu boarding
school was hit the hardest by the
Thursday's quake as 118 stu
dents, teachers, and staff mem
bers had to be rescued from the
collapsed building. Rescue crews
have estimated as many as 40
students are still unaccounted for.
Rescuer efforts have been slowed
down since the two top floors of
the school collapsed. Rioting in
the streets of Bingol occurred
after the predominantly Kurdish
city felt that the government
responded too slowly to the dev

Environmental
Expo
The
Environmental
Expo was held
the weekend of
April 26 at
CSUSB's
Coussoulis /
Arena.
(
Robert Whitehead/ CSUSB

^J)on't Pay. 10-.25e Each ForJust A Few Copies!

astation. This was met an
exchange of gunfire and rock
throwing between police and
frustrated Bingol residents.
Turkey has a long history of
earthquakes since the nation geo
graphically sits on the conver
gence of three tectonic plates.
China: Military Submarine
accident kills 70
The Chinese government has
announced
that
military
Submarine 361 had an accident
near the Yellow Sea near the
North Korean border that killed
70 townspeople. Details of the
accident are still sketchy since
coverage of the accident has only
been reported by China's staieran . Xinhua news agency. Naval
experts consider the Type 035
Ming Class submarine obsolete

since they were constructed in
the 1940's. Chinese officials con
firmed that the submarine was
apart of a new expanded sea
patrol to increase the Communist
Republics security.
India and Pakistan: Diplomatic
Ties Renewed
After nearly an 18-month
stalemate, Indian and Pakistani
leaders have agreed to begin dia
logue that resulted in the revamp
ing of both countries diplomacy.
Previously Pakistan's Prime
Minister Mir Zafarullah Jamali
and Indian Prime Minister Atal
Behari Vajpayee were not on
speaking terms after being on the
brink of war over the hotly dis
puted territory of Kashmir. Both
countries have made claims to
the territory.

The Coyote Chronicle in no way
endorses any ASI candidate in their
bid to win office.
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Aaron Fredericks/ Chronicle
combat
excersise
Marines perform a

j

On the comer of Universfty & Kendall, behind El Polio Loco «

next to UBE (909) 887-8500 |

Any articles appearing in the newspaper are intended
solely to be unbiased reporting of information that will
allow CSUSB students insight into the happenings of
their campus. This intention holds especially true dur
ing election season.
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S i n11 W r i l t r

The Ronald McDonald House's 8th Annual relay for kids took
place on April 27 at CSUSB. The relay is a benefit for families
of children who are ill and receiving medical treatment.
John Emig/ Chronicle

May is Menial Health
Aw'iu'cnoss month. Accordinp to
the National Association on
Mental Illness (NAMI) 50 mil
lion Americans experience a
rorm i>f mental disorder in any
given year. This include.s bi
polar disorder, sclii/ophrcnia.
obsessive-compulsive disorder,
and major dcprc^sion. Only
one-fourth of the .**() million
actually receive therapy or
health services.
One of the reasons for a
lack of mentally til receiving
help for their condition is large
ly in part to the stigma placed
on those who have or will suffer
from a mental disorder. These
individuals arc oltcn hibefPd as:
era/y. lunatic. an<l manic. The
lack, of understanding mentiti
illness, is often considered the
reason for the labeling, though
comments or statements such as
thc.sc
can
hinder
many
Americans from receiving the
help thoy need.
Worse, many times when
mentally ill individuals do seek
health services, ihey are denied
coverage by their health man
agement organizatirms (HMO).

Havid went on to train and
'Iltcre arc programs avail
able for individuals that are in present the NAMI program
need of services that will aid Peer-lo-Poer. Ilic Pe.cr lo-Peer
them in educating, supporting, program is a ninc-v\eck course
and offering proper drug thera that aids individuals to speak
pies out theie. One such is the openly about their illness, and
Jefferson Transitional Piogniin •learn techniques that would
lead them toward recovery.
fJTP).
Started in IdOO us PViends Neff was recently promoted and
to
Seattle,
of Jeffcr.son House, the program relocated
vva.s designed to assist individu Washington working with
als with psychiatric disabilities N.AMl to conduct preseniation.s
with support systems: education and training for In Our Own
on their illness including Voice: Living with Mental
patient's rights for ircatnient IllnCvSs. that gives aiulieiices a
options, employment, and chance to see the realities of
mental illness and how to elimaffordable housing.
JTi* benefited David Neff iniue the silama that suriounds
who was in his early 20's when it.
Lor further information on
hij^ battle with mental illncs.s
l^an to overwhelm him and Mental Illnesses or health .serv
his family. It was at JTP that ices option visit;
National Association on
Neif met and spoke with other
men and women who had simi Mental Illness wvvw.nami.org
Jefferson
Transirional
lar struggles With their illnesses.
This allowed Neff to feci com Program (.ITP). Peer-to-Peer.
fortable in sharing with others and In Our Own Voice: Living
through support groups what With Mental Illness ^X)9-686stumbling blocks he had faced,
and the obstacles he wished to
overcome.
Neff \ mother Kalhy, stated
that TIP "...gave her son hope"
and hirn lo be "...motivated by
seeing others compJeic college
and receive sujiport.''

CIGARETTE BUTTS IN
THE STREET POLLUTE MORE
THAN THE PAVEMENT.
Wc are fSeased to announce that the Cldifonua Student Aid C(»mms»Ri (CSAQ h
acoe{itu^ iVplic^bns for the 2003/2004 Cal Qrant T ^K^raoos.
* C^Gr^tTisattudon/feeawardtbttisof&rcdfrxrotieaf^&sucyt^. The
C^ntumssiofi
these awards in amcnmts to SIJ506 at a Cal^xma State
Utdver^.
* Cal Grant T awards are inteiakd for students who already have a I^idhelcff's degree or
hig^ and aie actively woikitrg toward an initial teachingcre^r^al.
* Partidpaits must be Ending a program of professional preparation, approved by the
Commission on Teacher Credentiaiing (CTQ <m at least a half dine basis.

yooi
woHce, bixV
btvH-s <Avopp€«A oh f be suAewifilV <hh<A sVveeF gef Info sfown

^7

^AV-^IHS, coHF^avHiH^nHH^ ouv vivevs,
//
liiaVes <HH^ b€<ncbes. TV\€y
)oc<n) w<nVev\w<HyS/ flAve<nf€H wil^Ali-Pe
<hh<A pose

public Ke<n)H\ visU.

* AppUcants must complete «id submit a Cal Grant T Enrollment and GPA
Verificadon Form to CSAC. GPA verifiealions can be completed at UH-IO?.
* A Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSAX must be on file with the
Federal Processor.
* Afqidicants must agree to teach f<» a minimum of oae ymt m a Califiunia p^blte lowp^onnmg sdtool for c^b aw^incmi^of^C^ receive Red^eotsMio foil
to meet the te^hing obligation wiU be required to repay the Cal Grant T aw^ifi is fidl.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE FRONT COUNTER

Wbevevev you liv/e in ^^h
BevH^v^AiHO CounVy, fUis polluViOH
is
pvoblevH. TV\€ «HHSwev? t)vop
ci^^veH-e buH-s in ^h <HsUW<ny
Hof H\e sWeef, Fo
or H\e
prevenF polluHon <HHa^
pvoFecF our
Ue<nlVV\.

Gooia^tibeFtoaodal AidC^lceUH ISOaad&eCrecteDfial A?gdrtaiceforSt«dBiteIn

fidiK^tkm (CASE) CH 123.

,

INSTITUTIONAL FILING DEADLINE; MAY23.2eM

A.# J
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To report illegal dumping or for more poliution
prevention tips, go to wwviLtSOOcleaiiiqiuirg, or call:

1(800)CLEANUP
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Student Spotlight
Juan Luna

By Marie A. Valentine

Luna is a member of the
Delta Sigma Chi fraternity and
holds it in very high esteem. It
Are you familiar with the
is here that he learned his pow
mastermind behind many of
erful leadership skills, paying
CSUSB's events, such as ASI
off in the end with recognition
Movie Nights and Welcome
as Officer of the Year in the Fall
Back 'Yotes?! We walk through
of 2000.
out campus mooching off of the
"Being part of Delta Sigma
free goodies, without giving it a
Chi has opened many doors for
second thought. Allow me to
me: leadership roles, friends,
introduce you to Juan Luna, the
networking...! created three
committed individual behind
scholarship awards worth $100
such events that many of us
each, and I made sure members
have taken for granted.
were doing their study hours,"
said Luna.
Juan's contributions have
greatly affected student life in a
. Luna is currently ASI Vice
Courtesy of Juan Luna President of University Affairs.
positive way. He has initiated
such events as ASI Movie Juan Luna yyill be missed when he
Besides being an active member
graduates this spring
Nights, Comedy Nights, and
in his college community, Juan
is also a very active member in
Welcome
Back
'Yotes.
the City of San Bernardino. He
"Welcome Back 'Yotes is always every Wednesday in the Event
great; I've been doing that for Center.
devotes much time to children by
"I would have to say that I coaching sports teams and
two years now-what we do is
allocate a budget and spend it on am most proud of ASI Movie installing in them pride in their
things to welcome students back Night, because it started just as abilities.
Although his accomplish
to campus," says Luna.
an experiment and I think it
Another event that Juan is ended up being here to stay; peo ments seem like fun and games,
pleased with being a part of is ple come in on a regular basis," Luna is just as determined in his
education as he is in entertaining
Comedy Nights. He says "it's said Luna.
had a good turn-out; a lot of
Being an extremely motivat our campus.
Luna graduated with a
alumni and faculty came to check ed individual with aspirations to

Staff Writer

B\ [(('.ili'i/ IS.iri
\i I'/ii' I litfor

Kanic: Tami Green
Major: Teaching Credential
'T tlnd no interest in the ASI
cJcclion.s."

Narae: AlCi Shcy
Yeitr: Grad Student
Major: Masters in
Ommiunicaiions
"We're ;t coinmuier .scIuk>I,
m>oiic reidly pays much
atteniion to the elections."

Name: .Morton Edmonds
Year: Sophomore
Major: Math
"f don't have time to
wop'virh: abinn the el

are able to~Bnng'better pertbfmers as it progresses."
Juan's
most
promising
achievement at CSUSB has been
ASI Movie Night, which is held

Name; Yesenia Ayiila
Year: Freshman
Major: Nursinii

le'
credit to his name alone. Like
many other masterminds of the
time, he must also learn through
mentors of some sort.

imSr ih Spanish. He is cortcw-

'-Luna

Cont on page 19

Greek Week Games
y'

"People Just don't want to
vote because we don't know
the candidates that well."

By Beatriz Barragan
Scene Editor

Name: Ahamcd Alabaca
Year: Freshman
Major: Music
"1 don't know about it all tot^
much becau.sc they don't pu^', '
licizc it near the residential \ ,j
area.s.

Name: Maria vShepard

Year: I-'rcshman
Major: Human Development
ih
tliink the elections are
J tmporuuii, I just don't have
an interest."

Look for tilt 'Roviiuj 'Rcpoitcr
iili ovor LLimfnis.
'Haw a LjuctUoii you vvcidii lifce re
studcnt.N" iin-vwer;*
(EmaiCu.v at *'bcfirjm^\^usb.edu

J

What do Dr. Martin Luther
King, Farrah Fawcet, and Brad
Pitt have in common?
They were all affiliated to
Grdek organizations at their for
mer universities.
During the week of April 26
through May 3, eight sororities
and fraternities competed to
establish the best fraternity and
sorority.
The week was devoted to fun
filled events of volleyball, base
ball, basketball, soccer, and hock
ey amongst other games.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
lead the men overall after the
chariot races in front of the Phau
Library on Friday morning.
"I wish there were more par
ticipates in Greek Week, there
just isn't enough people to make
it a real challenge," said Martin
Jimenez of Sigma Nu.
"It looks real scary riding in
the little cart, I'm glad the girls
don't have to participate in that
event," said Krysta Matheson of
Alpha Phi.
In the girls' events. Alpha
Phi was tied with the Kappa
Delta sorority in overall points
after a balloon toss contest on
Friday morning.

Luna Salotnon/Chronicle
Alpha Phi sorority cheers on their girls in soccer game during Greek Week
Even though the week's
events were meant to be fun and
stress-free, each ft'atemity and
sorority got a dose of reality
through a presentation given by
David Stollman on April 30. He
reminded everyone of the hard
ships of being a leader and the
job of providing a good example
to not only fellow fraternity and
sorority members but to the stu
dent body as well.
David Stollman is originally
from Philadelphia and was a
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
brother at his university. Through
his experiences, Stole explained

the role of a greek membere and
the consequences of following
the "crackhead" crowd.
"Fraternities and sororities
must hold others accountable for
the things that they do wrong,"
said Stole.
He also reminded that greek
organizations are not the means
to providing social entertainment,
but a tool for greater academic
achievement.
"We are not in college by acci
dent, we strive for academic
excellence each day," said Stole.
TKEs and Alpha Phi won the
Greek Week events.
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Residential students on high alert
By MarUyn Valdez

Staff Writer
CSUSB parking lots have
been on high alert. There have
been midnight stakeouts, and
increased security patrolling, but
apparently not enough to stop the
height of car burglaries.
There have been 27 car bur
glaries since the beginning of
Winter quarter. Fifteen cars were
broken into during April alone.
This has been the highest number
of crimes committed in such a
short period of time in the histo
ry of CSUSB.
President A1 Kamig has seen
many concerns about campus
safety and security and has
appointed a task force to address
campus crime issues.
On Tuesday, April 29, the
task force held an open forum
from 6 to 7p.m. at the Village
Square for dorm residents.
Drinks and snacks were provid
ed, as well as an opportunity to
speak about campus safety. There
were approximately 45 students
and faculty who attended this
event.
Police
Chief
Patrick
McDonald was the spokesperson

bers of the task force include being committed by students ment video cameras in resident
Johnnie Ann Ralph; University who live here on campus, how halls and parking lots. This pro
librarian and co-chair; Jeff can the fence help in this case?" posal raised some questions
among residents.
Blugeois; Residential Life asst. asked resident Cindy Magana.
"I think having cameras in
"There
have
been
incidents
director;
Angie
Hartung;
the
dorms,
would be an invasion
where
residents
have
been
prose
Facilities Services director and
of
privacy,"
said resident Erick
for
thefts
on
campus
and
Quentin Moses; director of cuted
Castillo.
have
been
expelled
from
the
Parking Services.
Some residents thought the
The main focus of the night University. We are not immune to
cameras
was
the
proposal to
build
a
f e n c e
a r o u n d
P a i-ki n g
Lots E and
F. "What
m a k e s
these park
ing lots so
attractive is
that they
are
right
next
to
North Park
Avenue,"
said Chief
McDonald.
Luna Salomon/Chronicle
One of the
Chief McDonald with administators discuss safety issues with
main 'Con
residential students
cerns of the
task force
is to separate housing facilities domestic violence in the resident diverged, and the fence proposal
was addressed once more.
from public access to make theft halls," said McDonald.
Resident
coordinator Christine
One of the solutions the task
less attractive.
"Some of our resi

dents already feel confined to
strict policies and regulationsbuilding a fence around the resi
dential area would only make
them feel imprisoned."
A student at the forum sug
gested that we should build a
parking structure, so all cars can
be monitored from one location.
Director of Parking Services,
Quentin Moses said, "That
sounds like a good plan, but a
structure like that would cost
around 13 to 15 million dollars."
The implementation of a
fence is not definite. Many things
need to be taken into considera
tion such as location, cost and if
it would have an effect on traffic.
The task force will be visiting
other campuses to see different
types of security. They will con
tinue to have forums, to obtain
the opinion of the campus com
munity.
If the fence does go into
effect, construction will begin
this summer.
For now, the best advice
according to Chief McDonald is,
"You have to watch out for your
own safety and that of others, and
if you see something out of the
ordinary, don't hesitate to call
campus police." Anyone who
needs assistance call x5165.

Checkmate!
Coyote Dating is back!
T)ate7

New Chess Club checks onto campus
By Jennifer Jackson

A i n o n c interested in t'indiiii: the peifeet

Staff Writer

ina t e l i . j u s t f i l l i ) u t t h e L i u e s l i o n n u i r e a n d t L i i n |
it in t o the Uhr<iniele OITiee in I ' l l 0 3 7 .
1. Gender;
Fetnalt*
Male
2. Year.
Freshnuin
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
llo^^ i!o you de.'-cnbe yourself?
'
A. Party Animal until the early dawn,
B. Hardworking and rarely can go out.
C. Lazy and won't ever get up from the couch.
4. Of the lollowing. which is your perfect date?
A. A romantic walk on the btiach
B. \ rockin* concert featuring your favorite band
C. A sporting event
D. Stay home and do nothing.
5. ff any uclor was going to portray you in a movie, who would you be?
(lirls
Hoys
.A. Vivica .A. Fox
A. Hcnicit) Do! Torro
H. Jennifer Ixipez
B. Brad Pitt
C. Janeanc Ciarofalo
C. Tobcy McGwire
D. Lucy Lui
D. Omar Lpps
6. Who did you vote for?
A. George Bush
B. A1 Gore
G. I don't wa'-ic my lime with i>olilics.
7. What pcrsunaliiy traits to you value tlie most in another person?
^
A. Smarts
R. Humor
C. Looks
Would you prefer to date a female or male? A. Female
B.Male

vNanu

Contact info;,.,,,,.

i|
||

|

For anyone interested
in playing chess here are
CSUSB, you are in luck.
CSUSB has just approved
for a chess union to be
established.
All you have to do is
pay a membership fee,
which contributes to
future tournaments on
and off campus, and
provides better equip
ment for the club. You
will also have to
attend the meetings on
Friday's from 2:30 -4
p.m. in the student
game room.
It all started when
Devin
Ball,
the
President of the Chess
Union, was not attend
ing class he would play
chess in the game room
on campus, and soon real
ized that there wasn't a
chess club here at CSUSB.
"It is interesting to me
because it is a thinking
game. It's a game where
anyone can play at any age
and it is also very competi
tive," said Ball.
After about a year of

If you don't know how
to play, the club will teach
you and if you are good
then come and compete.
You will find good and
tough competition.
According to flyers
being passed around cam
pus "this is a place for
those who want to leam,
enjoy, and appreci
ate the game of
chess. • All skill"
levels are wel
come."
For now,
they only play
tournaments with
in each other with
prizes
ranging
from 50 dollars for
first place winners
to 10 dollars for
third place win
Phote Courtesy ofGoogle.com ners. They hope
Let's play some chess!
that in the future
they will be able to
out a packet from the office compete against other
of Student Leadership and schools. In late May the
Development and paid a club will host a Chess Club
fee of 20 dollars to make it tournament that invites all
CSUSB students.
official.
Ball then went to the For further information on
student information count the Chess Union you can
er to fill out another form visit their website at
in order to hold meetings in www.geocities.com/chessunion.
the game room.

thinking about it and
rounding up enough stu
dents to establish a
President, Vice President,
Treasurer, Secretary and a
professor for an advisor,
the rest was easy.
Establishing a charter
for the club consists of a lot
of paper work. Ball filled
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THE BATTIE OF THE SIGNS
By Jennifer Jackson

much for a college campaign? I
asked students around campus
what they thought and I got a
mixed number of thoughts*
Some say that the signs are
annoying and others say that it is
the only way for the candidates to
get their name out and known. It
could be that they seem so dis
tracting because they are only up
once a year and they are bright
fluorescent colors.
So do the posters really ben-

Staff Writer

The ASI elections are com
ing up on May 7 and 8. In case
you have not noticed there are
signs posted on from every walk
way on campus to classrooms
bulletin boards. They have even
gone as far as posting them in
bathroom stalls.
Is the abundance of signs too

• vr»n i

H-AMTLTON
S'J"T •"di^
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Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
The path to Jack Brown Hall constantly reminds students elections are near

efit the campaign or do most stu
dents just ignore them? Junior
Rachael Pennell said regular
signs don't affect her vote, but
the signs with pictures on them
do. "I saw the a picture of one set
of the candidates and realized I
know them, so I was more prone
to vote for them."
Some of the students would
like to see the candidates in per
son.
Junior Nicole Mendoza said,
" The signs don't make me want
to vote more. I would rather hear
the candidates speak not just see
the signs with their name on it."
Other students felt that if the stu
dents were going to vot^it didn't
matter about the signs.
Senior Jeremy Johnson says
"I feel that people who are inter
ested in the campaign will take
the initiative to go vote and hav
ing the signs doesn't matter."
What are some of the other
ways that the parties are getting
their name out? When I talked to
Ezekiel Bonillas and asked him
what else he was doing to pro
mote for the campaign he said,
"They go around to different
classes to talk to students because
it is more important for the stu
dents to

\\o\n! \s
^: i m :
".II i.

Siirrci*

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
Size does not matter, only who name is bigger to all students
make sure that the students get
their monies worth."
With CSUSB being a com
muter school the candidates have
to get the word out somehow,
whether it be through signs or
talking to students.
Many students have com
plained about the bright colors
and how they can be very dis
tracting. Many students seem
anxious for elections to be over

fECections
wtCC Se fieCcC on :

May jtfi and \
May 8tfi,
^ememQer to give

vourvotel

Your Opinions Matter to Us!
'

- /

teaching tip © 11
Save your spot at
the next information
meeting in your area Tuesday, April 8,

Never turn your back on
a class in the middle of a
dissection.
Azusa Pacific University's School of Education
and Behavioral Studies is only one of three
California private schools accredited by the

7 p.m.
Inland Empire
Regional Center

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NGATE). With credential prepara
tion course work at APU, your credential is
recognized by all 50 states and internationally.
K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.

m

Go to www.apu.edu/education/presso714/
for a detailed look at APU's teacher education
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Coyote Bookstore is conducting a Customer
Satisfaction Survey through May 9, 2003. Copies of
the survey wi(i be available- at the Bookstore, tables
around
campus
and
online
at
vvww.coyotebooks.com. Please take a few minutes
to give us your feedback about the importance of
various bookstore operations and your satisfaction
with the bookstore's product offerings, services and
policies.
A s a t o k e n o f o u r a p p r e c i a t i o n , all
participants who return a completed survey will be
entered into a random drawing for one of three
Bookstore gift certificates valued at $150, $75 and
$50.

. programs.

v

Murrieta Regional Center
39573 Los Alamos Rd. • Murrieta, CA 92563
(877) 210-8841

Inland Empire Regional Center
685 E. Carnegie Dr., Ste. 170
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(800) 964-8807

( 9 0 9 ) S S O " 5 9 e 6

www. coyote books.com

ASI
President

ASI 1-xccLiiivc
Vice Prcsidcnl

ASI VP of
Finance

V P o f University
Affairs

N
Ezekiel Bonillas
Ezekiel Bonillas has had
experience in leadership roles, not
only in many ASI board positions
but in other on campus organiza
tions including the Latino
Business Student Association and
Lambda Theta Phi fraternity. His
main concern is the lack of student
representation. As president he wants to bring student's voice into
ASI meetings. "I want to represent
them, by being out there and ask
ing students questions on their
thoughts," said Bonillas. Even
though the task of compromising
between what student and admin
istrators want, Bonillas finds that
the challenge is not too daunting
and is the duty of the president to
resolve. He brings in experience
in operations management from
working qe^his Other's busisessnows how money should be
handled. "We have to make sure
that the money we use is used cor;; jBcdy and not just wasted away,"
said Bonillas.

Monicn Ramirez

y'

Monica Raninc/ right
off know ilui the her l•ir^t priorityis geltinc board committees
up
with dedicated siudeniN thai want
to help out their school. Ramirez
ho[>e.s to bring in student represen
tation from all groups on campus
such as the cultural centers, park
ing services, students with disabil
ities. and budget Loinmiliccs.
"f veryone needs to have a say on
how this school .should be run.
everyone here pays tuition and its
tfieir money that AS! deals with."
.said Ramirez. Ramirez underhtands iluil many of the commit
tees have not been filled with stu
dents and it has been a problem
for ASI. but her goal is to make
.sure ihey hasc adequate represen
tation. "As ASJ Executive Vice
rjcsKlcni. 1 winilil
with the I inance and C.\B boards,
it is important lor me to make sure
that everyone is getting a fair
share of what ASI can contribute,"
said Ramirez.

Jamilee Hamilton

.lacqiic SiiUon

"Diversifying ASI is our main
thing. We have quite a bit of expe
rience because we're used to deal
ing with the university faculty and
students. I have been able to not
only assist Erik as Internal Affairs
Director, when he's been out of
town I've had to finish his tasks.
I've had much experience in com
municating to the students and staff
and regularly attend meetings
when the budgets being discussed,
with department heads and the
present president. The challenge of
being president would be living up
to the expectation, this will take up
100% of my time and energy. I
hold Erik up a lot; I had plenty of
opportunity to deal the administra
tion as a result of working with
him. We all have experience in
campus involvement, I'm soon to
be Vice president of Golden Key
Club as well as other positions that
I hold."

Jacque Suiroti is looking for
ward to a great year i1 elected ASI
Vice President. As VP of .Student
.Affairs, Jacquc has helped organ
ize many events on campus, such
as I.iiiich on the Lawn last month.
She also holds many positions in
other campus clubs .^uch as the
Psychology Club, and American
Marketing .A.ssociation. Her future
goals arc to cxicikI the. comers that
fall under ASI. "I want u> provide
an opportunity for centers to
extend what they can offer to our
school through innovative ideas."
said Sutton. Sutton realizes a
problem that she toels noedvS to be
fixed. "1 want to make sure the
board commiticos arc filled prop
erly," said Sutton. Her plans
extend even when she graduates
from sc1kk>1, "1 want to develop a
system for future VPs to gel com
mittees filled, it would eliminates
said Sutton.

Steve Shelton
Steve Shelton loves to
help out his school. As ASI VP of
Finance he hopes bring stability to
an organization that has had prob
lems in the past. One of his main
concerns has betrfi how the ASI
funds have been used. "There are
funds tKat clubs can use for their
activities, and not many of the
organizations on campus know
that they can get help," said
Shelton. He hopes to get many of
the diverse groups more involved
to enhance the representation of
the CSUSB student body. "There
are over 17,000 students at
CSUSB from all different back
grounds and it is important that
the board takes that into consider
ation," said Shelton. Having direct
contact with students is very
to
wanf students to be able to see me on cam
pus and feel comfortable to come
to me with their, concerns and
questions, it's important that they
know we care," said Shelton.

Eddie Cardenas
"We're trying to get more stu
dents involved and create ASI
awareness. Not many students get
involved because this is a com
muter campus, so we're trying to
encourage school pride. Also, we
all have leadership background
outside of ASI through other clubs
that we're in. There are many
things in CAB that are changing.
It'll be more student friendly for
clubs to understand through work
shops offered. There is a lot of
money in CAB, not all of it gets
used. The challenge will be IRP
(In structurally Related Programs)
monies have had lots of problems
in the past. There's a small budget
and the money must be split
between programs. I plan to have
the CAB and Finance Board keep
open communication with officers
of the clubs. I'm currently presi
dent of my fraternity and current
VP of Finance."

l.aum C line
Laura Cline pas.sion Is to
coordinate events. Clinc also
hopes l<i someday coordinate
events as her prolcssion. Under
die guidance of .hian Luna, who
was the first
VP of Student
Affairs. Clinc has learned what
delights students at CSUvSB.
(.'line currently is on the
Activities Board and .shc^ seen
what activities work and which
one.s d(tn"t. "I want to keep ASI
Movie Nigiiis. but I want to iuld
to it by pushing to seeing it done
out on the lawn during the
warmer month.s."' said Cline.
Clinc also hopes to get C'SUSB
organizations more involved In
order to give them an extra outlet
for theii benefit. CSLSB is a
corarnmer scluxil. Cline hopes to
attract nwrc stodeots to sUy on
campus through fun events Cline
can always he .seen attending
schot)! events, "1 know what it
takes to nm an event. It's impor
tant to attend events and give
them my support.'" says Cline.

Miclicllc I'adilla
More than anything we want
to unite students and want to gel
the ASI word out to clubs so ihey
can get money. We want students
lo become more involved in clubs
with Iheir majors; thai would help
build up their resumes. I, would
definitely keep the ciirreiit attrac
tions: Movie Night and Welcome
Hack 'Votes! I'd like lo add a
whole week of Club-l cst, getting
club names out there. It'll be how
fratvtmities and sororities do it,
but all the clubs on campus.
What would he most chal
lenging to ine is my jierfectionisl
attitude, trying to make sure
things were perfect. 1 like lo plan
things ahead of time and would
want things to be jiist right.
Our ticket has done a lot of
things to help out the schcnd and
the students. Wc all look forw ard
to providing our school with its

Pacific Asian Heritage Day at CSUSB
of the Taiko Center, led the per
formers.
"The university invited us to
perform for a cultural event," said
Denise Donovan, one of the Taiko
drummers under the tutelage of
Reverend Quorai.
The sounds that emanate from
these drums are very powerful
with their loud beats. It is legend
that a village's border would be
marked by the farthest distance
that the sound of the drum would
travel.
The Tokai drums are played
very dramatically with move
ments telling of ancient tradition
and meaning. The rhythm of the
drumming was only broken by
either softer off-beats or with
poignant yells from the perform
ers.
"This performance is great.
They should have more world
music. I think that is excellent,"
Luna Salmon/Chronicle said Alex Shey, communications
student.
A Taiko drummer getting hi s groove on
Taiko drumming can be traced
By Fred Navarro
back centuries. They predate
Staff Writer
many "western" percussive instruments. Taiko was
introduced to Japan through Korea, by way of
The quiet mountainside afternoon here on cam China, some time before 600 A.D., in the Nara peri
pus was enhanced by the soothing sounds of Taiko od of Japan's history.
In contrast to the drums, the group from the
drumming as well as the soothing sounds of the
Koto heard coming ftom the Student Union court Tokai Center had a delicate sounding koto on stage
yard this past Thursday at 4 p.m. The thundering as well. The koto player performed eerily beautiful
sounds of Taiko drumming made the Pacific Asian
American Heritage Day a powerful performance.
The performers were from the Taiko Center of
Los Angeles: The Reverend TlJTTfQnorai. director'

'-Heritage Day continuea on

Anlhony Cruz/Chronicle
Idaw, a Filipino dance which prepares warriors for battle

Filipino culture celebrated
They started with a dance
called Idaw. This dance originated
from the Igorot Warriors which
Many people do not know prepares for battle. Janggay is
much about Filipino culture, but named after the long golden fmon Friday, May 2 the Filipino cul gemails. It is a Muslim dance that
exemplifies elegance and grace.
ture was honored by Lubos.
Lubos is the Filipino club on Jota Manilena is a Spanish influ
campus and they hosted the sec enced courtship dance that has
ond annual CPC, Celebration of been part of Filipino folk dances.
Filipino Culture. The Filipino cul They hold in their hand castanets
ture is very diverse and has adapt that are made of bamboo.
ed to more Americanized culture. Maglalalik is a mock-war dance
However, on Friday the culture that represents a fight between the
was brought back for everyone to Moros and the Christians over the
appreciate and to learn. The night prized coconut meat residue.
began with Filipino food that was Sayaw Sa Bangko tests skill from
"ang sarap" meaning very deli the performers who must dance on
top of a bench that is only six inch
cious. They had steamed rice,
chicken adobo, lumpia, pancit and es wide. This dance was very
a touch of Filipino love. The exciting to see and got the crowd
crowd was treated with jokes by all riled up because of the difficulstudent Neil Langas. And for most
of the crowd they were introduced
to Ptiijwno cuJuiral dance.
By Anthony Cruz

Staff Writer

-Filipino continued
Tonpage^lS-c

Asian vs. Oriental:

Welcome to the Ethnic
Foods Section!

The inhabitants of Asia
By Rae Nguyen

Staff WrUer

Nearly 6.2 billion people
inhabit Earth and about 5.3 bil
lion of that population is Asian.
As the world continues to expand
and world population increases,
"it is predicted by 2010 that
Asians will double its number,"
according to the study researched
by Population Reference Bureau.
Many Chinese. Japanese,
Korean,
Vietnamese
and
Cambodians are clumped into
one category: Asian. Though the
origin of the word is not known,
the usage includes most, if not
all, of Asian descent.
The definition found in
Webster's dictionary of Asian is
"an inhabitant of Asia." That is a
very broad generalization since
Hawaii is not on the continent of
Asia. But over the years, the
word "Asian" has became uni
versal and became widely accept
ed by most ethnicities.
In most necessary paper
work asking to identify race,
Asian is the only option other
than
Non-Mexican
white,
Hispanic, African American,
Native American and Middle
Eastern.
Oriental used to be an option
but it carried a harsh tone and
limited its meaning to a few eth
nicities of the Asian community.

It also insulted many ethnicities,
not wanting to be associated with
products like an over-priced rug
or vase.
Chi Le, an environmental
science major senior explains,
"'Orientar is an old word that
clings to the traditional views of
most Eastern cultures, and most
Asians today are more modem
and open-minded to other diver
sities while still proud of their
own heritage.-"
/

V

"'Oriental'is
an old word that I
i clings to the tra-,
\ditional views of
I most Eastern cul
tures"
~ Chi Le

Others are pretty indifferent
to the word "oriental." Says
Janice Nguyen, a junior philoso
phy major, "It doesn't matter as
long as it is not used in the con
text that insults me."
There are hundreds of cul
tures in the Asian community.
From India to the Pacific Islands
of Hawaii, America has learned
and even adapted some of the
Asian culture. Chow mein, fire
crackers and kites are popular
among Americans and aeupunc-

ture is a common medical prac
tice used today.
Each ethnicity offers some
thing interesting to the world.
With
barely
any
natural
resources, Japan is the second
richest nation in the world, sup
porting itself by manufacturing
modem automobiles, appliances
and other high-tech devices.
China holds about one fifth of the
population of the world and is
known for many things including
kung fu. Bruce Lee teaches
another form of this martial arts
called Jeet Kun Do. Thailand
offers its famed pad-thai and
other tasty dishes, as well as its
history of this beautiful country
with its white-sand beaches and
crystal blue waters.
There are several clubs
available on the CSUSB campus
that promote diversity within the
university. One is the Indonesian
Student Association (ISA) which
enhances the awareness of cultur
al diversity and especially wel
comes new students to the area.
Asian Faculty and Staff
Association (AFSSA) is very
similar to I.S.A. though it identi
fies issues and interacts with the
Asian community to bring aware
ness to the university as do the
Thai
Student
Association

'-Asian continueci on
page 18

Utis week it's Bibimbap, a Korean dish made
- fiom veggies and be^ on rice courtesy of asiarecipe.com.
Bibimbap is made from cooked rice mixed with bits of meat,
shooed vegetables, and egg. If desired, it can be eaten with
.
"kochujang" ( a red hot pepper paste ).
i':"'''"'"fngrcdients;
I cup ccK>ked rice
1 oz. beef
I oz. each radish ^ carrot, spinach, soybean sprouts
and fltkftehead, seasoned salad oil
For marinate: 1/2 T soy sauce. 2/3 T sesame oil, 1/4 t
sugar. 1/4 c<x:(king wine.
Directions:
'
Cut b^f into strips and marinate 5 mmutes. In hot oil
cook briefly: set aside, ftace hot cooked nee in a bowl.
Arrange 4 kinds of seasoned vegetables on rice. Place
$ecf too.
Heat oil and drop egg and cook.
Place fried egg on top of beef. Serve wiOi "kochujang"
and sesame oil.

m
m

The College Legal Clinic offers FREE
mnsultation and lawyer referrals to students.
Staff and Faculty pay a $15 fee.

, Criminal & juvenile Lav\

May 14

Immigration Law

May 22

Bankruptcy Law

May 28

_

Appointments from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Call (909) 880-5936 for appt. or email asi-cic(gc8U^.6di
Visit our new location in ASI Suite SU-148

MuM-Culturai
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The lowdown on Cinco de Mayo
that Mexico did acknowledge its debts,
but had no funds to pay them. Instead they
Staff Writer
were offered payment warrants.
The Spaniards and the British decid
With the history of Mexico's greatest
triumph coming up, Cinco de Mayo holds ed to accept the warrants and withdrew
much more historical significance than is from the scene. The French government's
represented in the festivities of food, representative did not accept the offer and
prompted it's troops to invade the country
parades and music.
Cinco the Mayo is not the Mexican and head toward Mexico City, the nations
day of independence, although those two capital. The troops crossed through the
are closely interrelated. On September 16, state of Puebla to reach the capital.
Reacting quickly the President com
1810; Mexico gained it independence.
Being an independent nation was not easy, manded Ignacio Zaragoza, a young and
brave general, to fortify
so over the years,
the City of Puebla and
Mexico received eco
repel
the
French
nomic support from sev
invaders.
Zaragoza
led
eral nations: France,
5,000 ill- equipped
England and Spain. Thus
Mestizo and Zapoterc
Mexico became heavily
Indians
called
indebted.
Zacapoaxtlas. On the
Due to ongoing
5th of May 1862, the
political unrest caused by
forts of Loreto and
different groups strug
Guadalupe, in the city
gling for power, Mexico
of Puebla, became the
was unable to re-pay the
scene of the historical
loans. To try to remedy
defeat of the great
the current situation, for
European
army.'
mer President Benito
Juarez issued a moratori
courtesy of yahuo.com Although the victory
was short lived, it came
um, which stated that allA Cinco de Mayo dancer
to represent a symbol
foreign debt payments
would be suspended for a period of two of Mexican unity and patriotism. With this
years, with the specific promise that after victory, Mexico demonstrated to the
world that it was willing to defend itself
those two yeare, payment would resunfe.
The three nations had another idea, so from any foreign intervention. Especially
in 1862 the three countries dispatched those from imperialist states bent on
their fleets to Mexican shores pursuing world conquest.
not only money, but also land, as payment
for their loans. A Mexican government '^Cinco de Mayo contmued
By Zahra Mohammed
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Winner Zina Lopez with her 'Bongo Mango' salsa

Some like it hottt
By Yazmin Alvarez '

Opt^d Editor
Sweet or spidy, how do you like your
salsa?
Students were able to taste test eight
different salsas made by staff and student
assistants involved with the SAIL pro
gram on Friday afternoon. "This 7th
annual Salsa Pest is guided towards link
ing direct involvement between students
and the SAIL program," stated Norma
Romero, director of the program. "We do
this for the students. We want them to feel
welcome and have a sense of belonging."
But not only do students and faculty
get to taste salsa and hope their mouths
don't catch on fire, they also get to vote for
the best salsa. This years 1st place winder
was Zina Lopez, whose salsa 'Bongo
M»ge'waa<»ticiiigly sweet and visually

appealing. There was also a second place
winner, Debbie Florez who had everyone
wondering about what was in her winning
'Salsa Misteriosa'.
Nonetheless, regardless of sweetness
or spiciness every one who attended the
event left The SAIL office with a zing to
come back and visit for more.

Yazmin Alvarez/Chronicle

Gloria Tejas making her choice

The Meltin<j Pot:
Events to Watch for
La Raza Celebration:
"•! Latino Art'5k)W •
Monday. May 5 12-2 p.m. in the Student Unimi Courtyard
Celebration of Latino art and artists. Ail are invited to attend.
Latintj Theatre
Taesday,May, 6 4-6:30 p.m. in the Shntent Unitm Center B, C Courtyanl
Cultural dancing. For more info coittaet John Fuh^h at (909) 880-7:^)4. ;

:•
•

All University Spring Luau:
;
Thursday, May 8 from 11:30 a.m. untill:30 p.m.
: r:
-H^d in the Pfau Library lawn area, there will be Hawaiian food, music & dance
£^nd a hula hoop Contestt Tickets are $4 Students; and $6 StafTFacuhy-airf are :
:1; available at the Student Union Administfative OflSce,ASl Box Office
,
Bookstme, Aewmj^^
for disafcniity, please ca1l-880-59'«J C724iour
notice required)'
, V,.:
•'

Toiletries Drive:
ihjl on by die Sociology Club for Option House Inc. and FarmworiteiB:
April 28-May 22^ pfease ttonate packaged prochicts such as: soap, lotion,
razors, toothpaide, toilet pap^, sham- • ;poo, towels, etc. into die:bo3^ hJ-SJ
located in tl^ UH and SB baildin^'il

OLBT Pride Day: i|
TXtesday, May 13 from 11 aan. to4 lii
p.iti. in the Student Union Courty^l sK
Celebration of Gay. I^esbian, Bi-Sex^i
OTd Transgender^ Cultures. Therd;|1
will be performances by poet Ali$'^g
^Olson and' musician Side Swipe.l-gifi

;

Access Expo:;

Bring this ad to the Planned
Parenthood nearest you to receive
a free goodie bag* during the
month of February.
Our Services Include:

Birth Control, Emergency Contrac^on, STD testing & treatment,
Male Services, Pregnancy testing & options, Education

Tidrsday, May 15 horn 9 am tb 2" j
p.m. ill the SU Events Center. It is a
celebration of people with disabilities
and an expo of state of the art tools f^
:i-r

"jir/offepllye Mymg,.;,
OMrtge ,inri

Bcrn-wdirHj Cuiiilis"
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Ahhh, beautiful, srrioggy. cloudy, California

The truth ahout the golden state
says CSUSB student Samuel Leele.
California may be home to some
celebrities, and some may just own homes
Califorrtia is the land of gold and glam in the sunny state, but it is also home to sev
our, beaches and blondes, the rich and the eral gangs — specifically in Los Angeles.
According
to
streetgangs
famous!
magazine.coni
more
than
500
people in
In California, streets are paved with
California
were
murdered
in
2002
as a
gold and large green palm trees encompass
result
of
gang
violence.
them. Every teenager and college student
And while the rich and the famous are
has a cell phone and a luxury car. Everyone
•'iwafidng
fed Otfpel
the Qsc«e, -jurt^g
has
an
sdhletic
buikl,
and
tanned
is slim
from hours of sun. Plastic surgery is com acrtiss town there's a small community
mon and recommended in order to keep up known as skid row, which has become a
with the rest of the hard bodies in 'street culture,' according to the Los
California. Celebrities are everywhere in Angeles Times.
It is diverse and home to many home
California as well; citizens of the state see
less
people, in Los Angeles, consisting of
them all day, every day.
prostitutes,
drugs, violence, public urinaCalifomians work, but not nearly as
.
tion,
littering,
open sexual activity, graffiti
hard as people on the East Coast, they're
and
more.
But
it is also home to few small
lazy, but somehow they all manage to be
businesses,
residents
and churches.
rich, right?
But
these
images
are excluded when
This is not California. Well it is if
discussing
or
portraying
beautiful sunny
you've never been, and also according to
shows such as "Beverly Hills 90210" and California. People living in other states
also may not be aware that there is a differ
"Bay Watch."
These are merely stereotypes of ence between S.outhem California and
California, and it is people who are not Northern California and its people, and pol
from California who often believe the itics.
It was the discovery of gold in 1848
stereotypes. Generalizations often hinder
that
helped make California a stffle, which
outsiders' images of it's inhabitants, often
occurred
Sept 9, 1850./rom the telegraph
surprising them when they realize the pre
to
the
transcontir^tal railroad to
tense is false.
Hollywood's
motion \jictures in the early
"I'm originally ftom New York, and
1920s,
California
still continues to be a
before I came to California 1 imagined most
place
where
people
want to see and live.
Califomians as being extremely into them
Perhaps
it
is
no
different than the hype
selves and materialistic..." claims CSUSB
professor Kevin Lamude, "it seemed plastic that Califomians display about wanting to
visit New York, which has its own stereo
and artificial, unrealistic."
'Glitzy' and 'glamour' are not the only types.
Certain parts are beautiful, but it is not
words to describe California. California is
all
glitz
and glamour as some would like to
known for its beautiful weather as it does
believe,
it is like other states, and there are
not have tomadoes or hurricanes. It does
nice
places
and bad places.
have its own natural disasters that are over
"My
perception
of California and its
looked by outsiders.
citizens
changed
when
1 went to the
The weather can be unpredictable pro
University
of
Utah,
because
1 met more
ducing floods, mudslides and fires, and not
people
from
California
and
they
were just
to mention California's infamous earth
as
materialistic
as
people
from
New
York,
quakes. "I'm originally from Denver and
and
they
worked
just
as
much
too."
says
the weather here is really nice, although 1
Lamude.
haven't experienced any earthquakes yet,"
By Gayle Edwards

Staff Writer

bo you have a story that you woukl pay to see in the
Chronicle's Multi-Cultural section? Well, good news, you
•donT have to pay (unless you want to). All you have to do
:is come by the Chronicle office at UH-37 and ask foi Tara
or e-mail her at sbchronCa'csusb.edu.

By Alexandra Rodriguez
•
Staff Writer

For die typical college student,
sthool and work are the primary con
cerns in their lives. Officers involved in
ASi however, take on the extra
of
providing services to students.
All regularly enrolled CSUSB stud^^ are men^jeis of AS!(or Associatad
Students. Inc.), which was fwinded as
ASB in 1965, and in 1988 incorporated
to become ASI. Tte i^sociaUon s mis
sion is to act as the official voice of the
student body, raise and allocate fimds,
coordinate and support student activities
and serve as the liaisoe among die stufaculty and university administra
tion.
t
As a nonprofit corporation ASI ha.s
12 Board of Directors positions, five
' exeeadve officers, and about six to eight
members in d» Activities Board and
^ FuiaiK^ Board. Executives spend a minimum of 20-25 houts per week lulflllmg
I then" lesponsibtiities, and board nem¥ bers spend 6-13 hount per week.
I
Because of the time and eflort
s plM^ed into fulfilling responsibilities in
I ASi, members are extremely dedicated
1 to their positions. ASI Executive Vice

ASI because 1 love being involved with
students who arc helping odiers, 1 love to'
help other students and f want to mAe a
differer^. I have had an awesome ejqaerience at CSUSB and I try to do every
thing 1can 10 help others have the same.
ASI has been a very rewaiding ai^ ful
filling experience.
Ezekiel Bonillas, per^ctive candi
date for ASI president ^d former ASI
Executive Vice IVesident of Finance,
says, "It's very important for ASI to |HX>. mote diversity-especially clubs and
organizations. Ttey are a iiteline to stu
dent life on campus, it is also very
important for officers to pertain to other
clubs and organizations in order to be in
touch widiof the students we rqjresenl."
Also, ASI promotes f«rvice to dw
campus communUy. collegialtly. and
fSDvides students with an opportunity to
be involved with a corporation which in
turn allows them to gain "real world"
experience that may bei^fit them
gr^ualitJD. Students involved with ASI
serve the ^tirc campus mid progressive
ly develop leadership SEkills that will
fiwofit them well beyond college life.
- ASI enriclKS the lives of every student

~ASI Culture continued
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Coachclla Valley Music and Arts FestivaliA talc of two festivals
waitm
ilist has crc
cm. enters uirouui
and oh yeah, has si»ciai

•\. Miill\ UiiliinsMii
SfM't iiil tit ihi ( hioriuU
'

thk is a

fif:

ihe ;K)03 Ceacheila Valley Arts
^ Music Festival I wanted to
take a monwct out of your day
io dffer you some issighf;^
die makings of a review and
epical joumafist experience^ '
If you prefer to get to the
review please skip ahead to
^yrliere f begin to suck up to the
idvertated talent.: vOr, follow die
liner flow of my review. _
r; y
Oioice is yours.
" Whenever a media repre
sentative is sent to a concert to
review an event there are certain
privileges and perks afforded to
the credentialed journalist, litis
.alUjough not iruc all the lirrie. is
true a majority of the time, and
is impi»rtani to note.
Sonic puhlUiiiions choose
to pay their way into an event,
reviewing under an anonymity.
Thi-- iuuiiuilistic ethic may have
been commonplace among the
okl-timers, and certain insiitu-

The typic^-;COhajit;%dem;'
pay for food, water etc. The typ
ical journalist has a press area
'dhriiplete: wiflt.watetATood, :and; •
eompurer docking stations, Fre«
•' '.Are you getting.heated yet?
Yeah, ! thou^t so. Which
brings me to ray point. I have
:'^^p--.c»vering' eyents-fw^ some'
Aiine''now.
:!• heeded'.to get a
reality check and hit the concert
,li:e-the " "Other 30.000 typical
cpBcejt goers.
* Saturday I set out, rounded
up friends and headed out to
E[i[dio,.CA. Since l am a resident
of the Coachclla Valley t knew
ray way into the event through
the back roads. Dani. alrciuly
messed up- reminder to self
.'attend event as typical fan.'
I don't know how you all
do It. but that line was 1 o n p.
There was no way on this green
earth 1 was waiting in line. U

Photo hy \ Molly Rohfiison

Anthonv Kiedas niul i Icii
lioiu^ instilling ethics. However
it is not the norm for major
events like ('oaehell.i Vailey
Arts and Music Festival where
publications campaign for press
credentials and passes. Trying to
hoaid as many as possible for
their sialf.
Now, getting back to the
perks and privledges. whereas
the typical concert goers pay for
the event, parking and ihcti has
to wail m line. The typical jour-

was about 4 blocks long. It was
too hot for that long of a wail.
With one quick divctsion (my
friend stopping off iti do an
mlerview for MTV), we walked
in and began the day.
Deja vu. C'oachelia had the
same setup last year as it docs
this year. VIP. Main Stage.
Small Stage, and Tents. If it
ain't broke, don't fix it.
First stop, clectronica tentAKA Sahara Tent. The furthest

Thino hvA. Molly Robtnson

The cro\i'd
tent from the entrance. (Closest
to security comjxsu nd.
Coincidenee. I think not.
Christopher l.uwrenee was
spinning a hard-trance set much
to the delight ol his devotees
Chris Is a cool guy. but trance is
not really my thing.
Within five trimules 1-elix
da Ilousccat took over the
wheels of steel vvilh some phat
h«)Use beal.s. The crowd cuipicd.
the'techobcams danced and the

continue to bump throughout
the weekend...
On the main stage Blur was
performing when we arrived. I
am not a fan of Blur, nor could 1
name any of their songs prior to
ihc cvem.
Their live show was not
moving enough to convert .me.
Stilt not a fan. still don't know
theii songs.
Mov ing on...
'["he Beastie Boys. This is
what we (you) paid the big
bucks for right? Well. let mc Just
say this. I am ail about the freeilom of si>eec»i iLspeci of an,
journuliMn etc. But. when I go
to an cvem I want to hear music.
Not a bands political mcs.sagcs.
The B-Boys did put on a great
show and Mixmaster Mike
threw down with the mad-skills,
hut the show was yellowed after
the misplaced poli-sci lecture.

no bathroom breaks does not
sound like a good time to me.
Nol 'Thank You!
.As I hi-iailed it back to the
truck, trying to beat traffic, 1
reflected on the event, thought
about what 1 would write and
the photos I would submit to
publication.
Constheila was an alright
cverii. not great or truly niemorahle. Just good. Ginid music,
gotid venue, and semi interest
ing atl... .
F'or those who went this
he t'eppers" started rlicir set a
bit late, which was icfrible lor year, maybe youi experience
the people squished in the Ihsi, was very dii'lcrcm and you haic/
row. I really don't know how love/ like/ whatever this review.
vtm do it. I.ack of air. water and Wht) know s?

Day two.
Vety tired, not fully rccoveted from day one. Not going to
play typical concert fan today
(Not that I did a very ,s.*ood job
of it day one). Plus 1 needed to
take pictures today. HUGh cam
era hag.
In any ca.sc. Sunilay was tlie
day to go to the party, even I
might have paid for that lineup
(maybe) with The While
Stripes, and The Red Hot Cliili

f

I
Jtwk White from tlie White Stripes

Bemus: Rocking true to its roots and friends
By Heather Hubbard

Special to the Chronicle
The lead vocalist of up and
coming rock band Bemus,
describes the band as "Rock with
a punk mentality." Translation:
they're not your typical rock
band hungry for quick fame and
fortune; they actually care about
what they're fans think of them.
"Good live shows...that's
everything. Anyone can make a
good CD, as far as I'm con
cerned...live shows, that's where
you can judge a band and find out

what they're really ail about,"
Paul Gross explained.
What exactly is Bemus
(Gross-lead
vocalist,
Zane
Smythe-guitarist, Tedd Wenribassist, Ryan Green-drummer
and DJ Introspekt) all about?
The L.A. band met while in
college and decided boring office
jobs wouldn't suit them. Thus,
about four years ago they decided
to form Bemus. With influences
like Sparta, Pink Floyd and
Radiohead, Gross describes
Bemus' music as "...edgier rock,
not just straight forward rock."

Although the guys were
once signed to Elektra, they're
now free agents and in contact
with various other record compa
nies. They had recorded an album
with Elektra but had been too
rushed jiist to get the album fin
ished. "We don't like to just force
songs out to get a record done,"
Gross said. So, they're going
back into the studio to redo parts
of the album.
Besides recording, the band
is planning on playing a variety
of shows In the up coming
months ahead. "Whether kids (a

pet name for those who go to the
shows) like our music or not, I
want them to think 'those guys
put on a really, really good
show.'" One of Gross' favorite
places the band has played? A lit
tle place called Jerry's Pizza in
Bakersfield. Doesn't quite sound
like a place a rock band would be
performing in, does it? Actually,
underneath the pizza house is a
basement where bands can per
form, definitely a punk show
atmosphere. "I love dirty, sweaty
bars," Gross confided, "I prefer
to play smaller venues..."

Aside from the close contact
the band has with their fans in
crazy pizza houses, the guys get
to know their biggest supporters
outside the show as well.
Sometimes they'll hit the streets
with CD's. They even treat their
street team members as they
would a close friend. "I'll call
and meet up with [the members].
[They are] people who want to
help us. If you're good to your
fans... [don't act] like a rock star,

--Bentus
Con't on Page 19

'The Crane Wife' play sells out every
performance date at Black Box Theater
By Frances Chavez
Staff Writer
The Cal State Theater Arts
Department outdid itself with its
production of the Japanese
Folktale, "The Crane Wife."
The story was adapted by
Barbara Carlisle from by book
by Sumiko Yagawa. Staged in
the Black Box Theater through
out the weekend, all nine shows
on campus were sold out in
advance.
"I had heard about this play
from one of my friend's profes
sors," said student Melissa
Thompson, "he suggested 1 get
tickets early and now I'm glad I
did."
The show was very unique
in its presentation and, acting
while remaining authentic to
Japanese costumes, props and
the script itself. The actors
seemed to connect well both on
and off stage and were very con
fident in their performances.
"The best part about doing
this play was the cast," said
Michael Baerntein, "everyone
got a long so well and the direc
tor was great."
William Peterson,
Asian Theater Specialist helped
design and initiate the theater
programs at various internation
al universities. He has also
directed Ophelia Thinks Harder,
On the Verge, and The Three
Sisters here on the CSUSB cam
pus.
The play was set on a sim
ply decorated stage, but the conlent was the most important part.
ine story liscil
The
itself was auuui
about a

Photo cotirtesy of Robert Whitehead

A scene from The Crane Wife, or a intense game of duck duck goose
LiTiiiiir
comes upon a wounded crane.

He then heals the injured animal
and sets it free.
As a reward, a beautiful,
young woman enters his life and
they live as husband and wife,
however, there are still prob
lems. Kokuro has no funds to
maintain his farm and must raise
enough money to buy seed for
the next fanning season.
In
xii order
vyiuwi to
w help, his wife

iiiirjUiiiniiiiiti

piece of beautiful and highly-

prized fabric for him to sell under one condition. Kokuro
must not watch her weave.
Unfortunately, the gossip and
speculation of his neighbor and
the townspeople compel Kokuro
to keep asking his wife to weave
still more fabric.
"She makes the fabric
behind a screen," said Peterson,
'the
puppetry
— play
r - uses shadow ....

versatkMis. Wf
n't expecting that enamgT an<
Johanna Smith, also a CSUSB "1 loved all of the actors" rang
through the crowd that was com-.
theatre faculty member.
"There were parts of the posed of a wide range of age
play that made me laugh and groups. From elementary school
some m^de me cry," said student children to older adults, every
Jonna Davis, "any good play, one was pleased with the show.
The production has now
movie or show will bring^ut
closed at CSUSB, but the show
your emotions."
The opinions of the audi must go on. Peterson will now
ence were pretty much all in uni take the cast and crew to several
son during the post-show con- area elementary schools.
^

scenes

arc

co-directed

by

Spring Jam features talent show victor
-

By Alan Vacks

Staff Writer

Alan Vacks/ Chronicle

Alex Solano
. -v • *

Last Tuesday, music major
Alex Solano performed his origi
nal reggae music as part of the
Spring Jam presented by Athletes
in Action, Campus Crusade and
Metro
City
Collegiate
Connections.
Solano performed so well at
the talent show the week before,
not only did he win the contest
but the student leader for Campus
Crusade, Leonisha Evans, had to
get Alex back in the limelight and
quickly booked him for the
Spring Jam at the lower
Commons.
Over 30 contestants compet
ed in the talent show, yet only
one took home the grand prize—
Alex Solano. When asked what
he had won as the top performer
in the talent show, Alex said,
"What 1 really won is courage ...
it is a challenge and an obstacle
for me to win the crowd over
when most of them were not
accustomed to my sound and
music." A modest statement con

tK,* top
sidering Alex also won the
prize of $500.
Although Alex never imag
ined he would become a per-,
former when he fust picked up a
guitar nine years ago, the per
formance displayed a genuine,
charisma in his stage persona.
The Spring Jam featured a 30minute set from Alex, including
four songs such as "Jah
Guidance" and "Possible.
Improvising with Spanish lyrics
in one song, Alex broke it down
dance hall style displaying a free
flow of expression.
It might have appeared that
Alex was only singing during his
performances, but the music that
he fronted was entirely created
by him. Singer, songwriter, pro
ducer and musician, Alex does it
all with a sense of humbleness.
Creating music at home on his
digital workstation, Alex plays
all the instruments including gui
tar, bass guitar and keyboards
(drums and horns). After record
ing the components for each
song, Alex mixes the music down
and bums them to CD, allowing

Itim
netform solo.
solo.
him tr»
to effectively perform
Life and joy received from his
Creator is the inspiration that
keeps Alex's heart going-and
makes him look deeper into life
and the conflict surrounding life.
Alex said, "Music is powerful
and if used correctly, you can
touch other peoples lives through
your message."
Alex said the purpose of his
music is for, " ... people to wake
up their consciousness, the
awareness of life and themselves
in context to this world to the
realization of a living and exist
ing God."
His musical and life goals tie
into each other; Alex aspires to
travel the world, perform and
work with different artists in the
music field to help younger musi
cians with the development of
their artistic expression.
What Alex wants everyone
to know is we should listen to the
messages that surround us, ana
lyze the messages and reason
upon them to determine a better
understanding of what those mes
sages troly represent.
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Coaeliella Valley MMSIC
and Arts Festival: A

1 .Queens of the Stone Age: The Queens
of the Stone Age returned home to the So
Cal desert that bred them and rocked the
crowd at the Coachella Stage. They
played numerous tracks off their latest
album. "Songs For The Deaf."
2.Von Bondies bassist: The Von Bondies
were a happy surprise 1 discovered. Yes,
I'm a new fan as of Sunday.
3.Heavenly Helen: Helen Mamie of
Ladytron. one of my favorite groups,
singing one of Ladytron's latest songs off
their album, "Light & Magic."
4.Sonic Youth: Sonic Youth, one of the
oldest punk bands still in existence,
51?av?TSit; The S^ahara 'RiTf
known as Vhe Rave Tent, for obvious rea
sons.
6.Thievery Corporation Sitan One of the
members of Thievery Corporation^showing off the diverse musical talents of the
group.
7.Timo Maas: A veteran of the DJ circuit,
Timo Maas spun the table-tops to the
delight of ravers everywhere.'
8.Fischerspooner Forget about The Red
Hot Chili Peppers. Fischerspooner
proved to be one of the wildest acts of the
night.
9.Ivan and Felix: This is me with Electro
DJ Felix Da Housecat. His set in the
Sahara Tent was one of the most popular
of Saturday's events.

IThe X-Men sequel:
Hy2 is better than the ori
By Ivan Fernandez & Marcos
Landin
Sta ff Writers
New & Improved Spring Rating
System:
Excellent Rating :)
Average Rating;)
Poor Rating ;p
X2: X-MEN UNITED
Ivan:
JUMPIN'
JEHOSAPHATl Where do 1 even
begin? 1 guess 1 could start by
saying that X2 is better than XMen: The Movie in every way.
No introductions are necessary
and neither is back story.
However, watching X-Men defi
nitely helps you appreciate the
little in-jokes and references
scattered throughout.

I'd take my chances
Then there are the characters.
There are more characters than
in the first film and yet, the main
characters all receive a more
screen time. Returning cast
members
include
Patrick

Stewart {Charles
Xavier),
Famke Jannsen (Jean Grey),
James Mardsen (Cyclops), Hugh
Jackman (LoganAVolverine) and
Halle Bene (Storm), among oth
ers.

now.
Marcos: Let me fast forward to
the boobs.
Ivan: No complaints here.
Anyway, X2 is a much larger
production than X-Men, thanks
in part to the success of the first
film. The effects are better, the
action is more intense and the
story is more than a simple intro
duction. In X2, Xavier's stu
dents are threatened by William
Stryker, an Army General with
ties to the Weapon-X program
Wolverine was a part of. The XPhoto courtesy of google.com
Men must team up with some of
their former adversaries in order
Marcos: 1 wished they showed to stop Stryker and his plans to
Storm's boobs. Everyone knows commit mutant genocide on a
Halle likes to get freaky.
global scale. Comic book reader
Ivan: She already displayed her
"assets" in Swordfish. In fact,
you're watching Swordfish right

'-Movie Ticket
Can't on Page 19

Am & Entertainment
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Charissa L^olltiis

Staff Writer

He is one of
ojtiy two
NiCHOI.A.S
.SPARK-S

monday 5/1
Cousteau @ Troubadour
The Tremors, Wayfon Payne,
Little John @ The ^ig
Morgan Heritage @ House of
Blues (LA)
Vincentico C® Knitting Factoiy

tuesday 5/6
Afro-Cuhaii All Stars @ Royce
Hall
Gravity and Henry @ 14
Below
Grenwich Meantime @ The
Gig
Groovie Ghoulies @
Troubadour
Slaves on Dope, Hotwire @
Whisky a Go Go
KRS-One @ Key Club
NOFX @ Henry Fonda TheateL^
Space Twins, The 88, Quazar
and the Bamboozled @ House
of Blues (LA)
Reeves Gabrels
The Baked
Potato
Regina Carter (^intet @ Jazz
Bakery
Throwing Muses @ Knitting
Factory

Wednesday 5/7
When Breathing Stops,
Absente, 797 @ The Gig
Anchors for Architects,
Karaoke Whores @ 14 Below
Apollo West Hosted by Steve
Harvey @ El Key Theater
Lagbaja @ House of Blues
(LA)
Minus Fashion @ Silverlake
Lounge
Thro>ving Muses @ Knitting
Factory

thursday 5/8
Amy Correi^Carla Werner@
The Derby

Cass McCombs. Anchors @
Silverlake Lounge

Hora Cero, El Misterio, Dioses
Del Tiempo ^ JSodse of Blues
(LA)
Vendetta Red, Eltiot C«>
Troubadour
|^
Mother Tounge, Midnigfijt j
Radio @ The Gig
Perfect Circus @ Knitting
Factory
Pure Ground @ 14 Below

Sesame Street Live: 1-2-3...
Imagine! ifp The Terrace
Theater
Space Brothers @ Genghis
Cohen
The Spin Doctors @ Key Club
The Toledo Show
Sunset
Room
X @ Majestic Ventura Theater

friday 5/9
Gilby Clarke, 2 Lane Black
Top, Roxie 77 @ The Gig
Glass Candy and the Shattred
Theater, Black Cat Music ,
Paper Lions @ Spaceland
Dream Life Misery, Dan @ 14
Below
General Public 4^ House of
Jancy Groove, iJp in Arms
El Rey Theater
Mt. Egypt @ Knitting Factory
NOFX @ Henry Fonda Theater
Point Line Plane @ The Smelt
Pseudopod @ Troubadour
Rene Risque and the Art
Lovers @ The Derby
Sammy Hagat and the
Wabroritas @ Fox Theater
(Bakersfield)
Shuvel @ Roxy
Suoertone @ 14 Below
The Few @ Knitting Factory

Saturday 5/10
Buck Owens @ House of Blues
/
The Neighbors, ^ikido. Celeste
@ The Gig
Dead Man's Party @ Knitting
Factory
The M-80'sEven Pete @ 14
Below
Everclear @ Wiltem Theater
Helen Steller @ Roxy
Unsane, JJ Paradise Players
Club @ Spaceland
Natalie Cole @ The McCallum
Theater
The Aquabats, Red Dragon @
El Rey Theater
Voodoo Glow Skulls @
fVoubgdoiar
1

(LA)

/

jsundaj 5/11

Cubensis @ 14 Below
Dark Legends in Blood
Murder Mystery @Wiltem

'ever hi,
book on the
New York
TtWies fiesta,.;
Seller List
for a year he
was voted as
People
Magazine's
sexiest
author and he still holds a record
for track and field at Notre Dame
University.
Nicholas Spark.s, author of "The
Notebook" and "A Walk to
Remember," has just released his
newest novel, "The Guardian." this
month.
Sparks has continued his trend
of adding a mixture of suspense and
romance to create the perfect setting
for his newest novel. •
In "The Guardian," Sparks
introduces Julie Barensen. a 29year-old woman who tragically lo.st
her husband. Four years after her
husband's death Julie decides to
step out into the dating arena; this
ne

problem. The problem i.s there are
actually two men in Julie's life.
Mike Hairis, best.friend of Julie
and her late husband, or Richard the
dashing man who says all the right
things and does all the right things.
When Julie make her decision, she
feels that she has once again found
true love, but just when Julie gets
comfortable in her new
found romance, she feels like some
one is watching her everywhere.
Julie could be in danger unless she
finds out fast who is following her.
To find out if Julie'made the
right decision or a deadly decision,
be sure to
check out Spark's
newest, suspenseful
novel.
If you
liked "The
Guardian,"
you may
want to check
out some of
Spark's other
NicMas Sparks

WW

novels. "A Walk to Remember,"
Mes.sage in a Bottle" and Nights of

Think About Tomorrows

Vole Today
ASI ElectionS'Umcornihg/MiP

Don't miss out on the chance||j
to pick your representative!!!H
^jesd^. May 6th - Candidates' Forum
Listen to what the condidates hope to do f
and ASI. Fireploce Lounge 3:00-5:00pm

Wednesday, May 7th & Thursday, May 8th - VOTE
9:00am-8:00pm

scripture of Brother George
Qaeda killers.
Nineteen Do not forget to be well kept
months ago, 1 pledged that the because this look is a righteous
terrorists would not escape the one. As Americans we are ^ey
' We should rejoice that we patient justice of the United blessed and as cldatt and
have great business and moral States. And as of tonight, near healthy as those happy
Americans on our favorite
pjiitieal leaders diat do not ly one-half ^.^;Q^da's senior
commercials.
TTtey too: must
captured:
operatives
stray from their duty to cleanse
have
the
freedom
to hav^e such
or
killed-"
Brotherthe world of its transgressions,
wonderful
technologies
in the
and most importantly we have George, we|^?:i|tth|ing them
realm
of
hygiene
and
a
sense
of
George W. Bush as our pastor. rascally te^owsfi-ihey can't
decency
while
still
staying
Brother George, please handle our patience ;
Br()ther,:.'%er^g will you; • fashionable. I can only , hope
Start
diis opinion piece with
;they are financially successful
a few encouragmg woids about now.iallay,
have as well, because although we
the completion of our conHict 'because
in Iraq. "Operation Iraqi created for so many in Iraq do not belong to this world, it
.stpds as no reason not to parw- iqi»phyi
Freedom wascarri^ put wjjh.a,
.vtSin;tfi*^pformaiion
of its
combinatiwi of pre<.n.sion and
fit the comof
our
speed, and boldness the enemy
did not expect, and the world '""tindugh history; ,--^'...the' dariiig' inodit ICS market tor monetary
had ndt seen before. From dis of ' Normahdyv V the fierce gain.
Brother George please tell
tant bases or ships at sea, we •courage ofjil^^^iwna, the
planes and missiles that ' decency
could destroy an enemy divi
sion, or smke a single bunker.
°treedom'irad,"ifi'the'itnagp:^l
Marines and soldiers charged When Iraqi civiliahs looked
•^©rBaghdad across 350 miles of into the faces of our service celebrating Iraqis, we have
ground, in one of the men and women, they saw also seen the ageless
advances of heavy strength and kindness and human freedom. DeCades-vfidli
M, history,. You have goodwill. Wlten 1 look at the lies and intimidation could,r^,:
and members of the. United States make the Iraqi people Idyp
military, 1 sec the best of our their oppressors or desirfi'^mj
jMght" ofH the; Ai^
country, and Frn honored to be own enslavement. Eve^W^^
that freedom arrives,°humanity"
Mesmcu-izing, I would your Comnuinder"in-Chief."
Yes, how true that love is rejoices; and everywhere-bhaf'
jessed toat all that
we throw at defense found in dropping bombs and freedom stirs, let tyrants fep''^^
^^iho^ii tolsdmething so shooting people. While this Feel my arm, you feel
- •j-Wedhrto might be just a .small step in the chills.
War
on
TerrprisJib,
but...it
just
rdie
our %b°Yroly happens to iknible as a huge ant as when a country Mcomes
r^^g^ve-^ose who have step for flawless images of suc the object of an international
IK* 4Q8e< cess and virtue on tlic screen liquidation sell, I oi^ .wish f?
for audiences at home with a had more.^jriort^-ll^k-,. I
io«v
7se arrive m the couch seal view of llic colise want to get a little
All
the
firewOTks
um.
itold me I'm .starting to photo opportunities, icalK
-,^ckle at the knees and tear up. made me realize hp^ inuedi
m.
yes. and mighty the biy grateful I'm
peoflo;
^§it^puntry is a.s clean and this lime, with
like George N\'.
iplling,, a^;;ihcy
we,are:
Uy Jesse Henderson
A&IC Editor

Letters to the Editor...
Regarding Coyote Movie Ticket
Dear Coyote Chronicle:
I was appalled to see your
Rating System in the "Coyote
Movie Ticket" article on p^e
11 of the April 21,2CK)3 issue.
i don't find it humorous
to use women's bodies as
ttojects in the rating of movres,
or in any way for that matter.
The proWem that I have with
the Coyote Chronicle is that it
condones negative attitudes
towards women, and in its
printing of this article the
Coyote is glorifying the
sjKead of tois negative atti
tude.
It is writers such as Ivan
Ftoandez & Marcos Landin,
an^ papers such as this, that
ggfread ignorance and cause
prejudice against women,
riverweigbt individuals, and

"physically-challenged" |^o-

ple (as you stated in yourartti:;
cie) to thrive in this society.
1 don't want an apology,
a letter addressing your right
to freedom of speech. Just do
society a favor. Admit you are
wrong & ignorant about
today's social issues, aifo
make it a point to change the
direction in which your paper
is headed.

You may not care wh^ your
pa|rer is .spreading, but I care
that someone reading yom
paper may think it's okay to
view women as sexual objects,
and in doing .w will spre^
this type of negativity to oth
ers, or worse.
Sincerely.
Tonya Andrade

Regarding The Randy Coyote:
umn offensive and solicitous
To the Editor:
in
its veiled attempt at sophis
One of Webster's defini
tication.
This is not sex etorea-':
tions of rag is: [Slang] a news
tion,
it's
titilation (probably
paper, esp. one viewed with
more
for
the
pleasure of tire
coittempt. I don't [relieve I'm
writers
than
for
the dissemina
alone in viewing the Coyote
tion
of
useful
information
to
Qirmiicle as a "rag" thwiks to
readere).
the introduction of "The
Randy Coyote." As a staff
• '
,
;Sncetrely,':
msember and as a pmsnt of a
i'.., .V;,.S®to»aHoltzu^;'
college stud^t I.fiad this

Are you wanting to speak yonr mind?
Do yon have questions for The Randy
Coyote? If so, e-mail ns at
shchron@csnsh.edn
We're waiting to hear from yon!

The Coyote Chronicle
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More Letters to the Editor...
Regarding Seventh-day Adventist:
I'm not sure if you're going but the city is freakishly small
to take this as hate mail or just a due to-the two large cities that
simple critique. I've been a surround it: San Bernardino and
Riverside. It is true the hospital
Seventh-day Adventist (SDA)
all my life which would probably doesn't serve meat or coffee, but
make me a tad biased, though I every hospital associated with
some kind of religion has their
don't think so in my letter.
I was caught by surprise to small procedures they follow as
see such a large article on my well.
This isn't why I wrote in,
church in the newspaper. I've
overheard a few conversations though. All religions preach
morals and life-style suggestions.
about Loma Linda Medical
Center, but have rarely heard It's your assumption that you
anyone connect the hospital to made about SDA "believe(ing)
that they are the only true
my church.
It's true that the city of Loma Christians that exist."
I've been to a lot of church
Linda pretty much closes down
sermons
over my 25 years of life
on Saturday, but you do
have a few things wrong. Even and have never once heard a ser
though I'm pretty sure each city mon, bible study, or even casual
board member is probably a conversation about SDAs being
SDA, the church doesn't have the the only true Christians.
Yes,
we
believe
that
control of the city, which your
Saturday is the Sabbath-based on
article suggests.
Alcohol is served at every what we read in creation- and
grocery store and a few gas sta yes, we stand out because of thistions. There may not be any bars. however, we don't go around

Regarding Karnig's Radio Interview:
openly or silently condemning
everyone else to hell.
I think you took our belief
that Saturday is the Sabbath as
our way of saying you're going
to hell. And that seems to label
us pretty harshly. Not to mention
over-simplifying something that
is not true. I've never in my life
believed that God wants us to be
judgmental towards others.
I think if you got a chance to
understand us better you'd see
we (all SDAs) are more con
cerned with showing God's
unconditional love than being
vegetarians, worshipping on
Saturday, not drinking or not
smoking.
Thanks for writing a little bit
about my church, even if I^
think you got a few little things
wrong.

- Patrick Snow
CSUSB Student

Editors response
First, thank-you for writing ed with any hospital of religious eralization about the SDA culture
in and telling the Chronicle what nature. I just thought it would be several times in the form of
you think of my article. It is of interest to CSUSB students "have you heard the joke about
good to know that people are because Loma Linda is so close the guy who went to heaven and
saw a group of people standing
reading the paper and that if they to the campus.
As for church and state off by themselves? He asked
have issue with what is being
^ther ^meone whq those p^ple were
printed, they are respondingt.,^ ,.^-^
Second, I also have been a hard to believe, even though T and the person said 'those are the
Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) didn't specifically say that in my SDAs, they think they're the only
my whole life. I have also lived article (because it wasn't an <^in- ones
in Loma Linda for the greater ion piece). Why else would the here." That doesn't mean that
religious beliefs of SDAs be this stereotype is valid or should
portion of my life.
Maybe you don't know this, enforced throughout the city? It be used, but it does exist for some
but in journalism, the author's is true that alcohol is served in reason.
But, I have to say that if you
position about a subject is never the city, but I never said it wasn't.
supposed to be felt in an article. I said that hard alcohol isn't think that I'm "label(ing) us
Therefore, I think I did a pretty served in the city, which it isn't. (SDAs) pretty harshly" then I
As far as the existence of a bar would have to say that you are
good job because from the
sound of your letter, you did not comment, I never mentioned that, also labeling SDAs in the oppo
but you're right, there aren't any. site way in the statement "you'd
know my background.
The reason why you wrote see we (all SDAs) are more con
Now, I'll respond to what
your
letter, more specifically, was cerned with showing God's
you've said. Loma Linda
because
you were disturbed by unconditional love" etc.
Medical Center is very openly an
I know plenty of SDAs who
the
quote
"believe(ing) that they
SDA establishment. In fact,
according to their web-site, "The are the only true Christians that are not concerned with these
mission
of
Loma
Linda exist." If you go back and reread things, but that doesn't mean that
University Medical Center is to the article, you'll see that the they are the majority. I guess I
continue the healing ministry of comment was made by professor just wanted to say that with my
article, I wasn't trying to attack
^
Jesus Christ. The reason that I Deana Weibel.
Although I can say that I chn the SDA church, I just wanted to
mentioned their regulations
(meat and coffee products not understand why you might be encourage the CSUSB communi
being sold in it) in my article, is upset by the statement, as I was ty to be more aware of their
that many people don't know saying earlier, journalism must beliefs and what's going on in
about the policies associated with be unbiased, therefore, it must their neighboring cities. I'm
show both sides of an argument. sorry that you feel that I "got a
this hospital.
I personally know many peo If I wrote only good comments few things wrong", but hopefully
ple who are non-SDA and who about the faith, that would not be after reading my reply, you can
are always fascinated by these fair to the readers of the article- it better see my intentions.
small features. They usually ask would not give the reader a
me, "Do you know what that's all choice of what to believe.
As far as your never hearing
about?" and I'll explain it to
Tara Wallace
them. And, yes, you're right • of such a statement, I, in my 24
Multi-Cultural Editor
about those issues being associat- years of life, have heard that gen-

Remembering My Generation:
I can remember things like the 8 trak, the VMS play
er, the atari, and even the first nintendo systems...
What things do you remember from your generation?
Let the Chronicle know and we might put you and the
item you remember in "Remembering My Generation"

I am writing in response to
your (April 21, edition) article,
"President Albert Kamig inter
viewed on Coyote Radio"
To begin, I appreciate Mr.
Kamig addressing the Coyote
Radio in regards to issues relat
ing to diversity on campus, and
admitting that the campus "is not
diverse as it could be but that it
has come a long way in that
aspect." But, there were many
key statistics that were not men
tioned in the article. However,
my experience as a student here
must first be noted.
I am a senior with a dual
major: English and Liberal
Studies. I have noticed that there
are very few Latina (o) profes
sors in both programs. This cre
ates a problem for me as a Latino
(Mexican) student. I don't feel I
can develop close ties with "nonLatino" faculty. The problem is
not the faculty per se; rather I
believe we have very few things
in common. There are many cul
tural differences which inevitably
create a gap between myself and
"non-Latino" faculty. Although I
am not suggesting bonds cannot
be created, they are uneasy.
This is why I found Mr. Karnig's
comments troubling.
To begin he mentions that
^ rate
persons with PhD's is3 percent Latino. Perhaps he is
citing a national average.
However, according to U.S
Bureau of Census (Census 2000),
there are 2,029,809 Latinos in
California with a graduate or pro
fessional degree. That is 9.5% of
the Latino population over the
age of 25 years. There are obvi
ously Latinos with Ph.D'^ who
are qualified to teach at the uni
versity level. The question that
comes to my mind is what is the
recruitment process for these
professors? Why is it difficult to
recruit Latino faculty? If the
administration offers Latinos
positions, most likely they will

accept.
Other crucial statistics were
also left out. The article states
that the faculty is composed of
42-43% women, but this number
may be misleading. The article
fails to provide how many of
these women are part-time or
graduate students. Also, accord
ing to the Cal State website (academic-affairs.csusb.edu) only
33.3% of the female faculty are
tenured while 66.7% of the male
faculty are tenured. Also, there is
only 7.3% Hispanic full-time fac
ulty, in contrast to the 74.7%
White full-time faculty. This per
centage does not represent the
30% Latino student population.
Perhaps
the administration
should work harder or offer bet
ter incentives to recruit and retain
Latino faculty.
It is a shame that a "Hispanic
serving institution" such as
CSUSB has a disproportionately
low amount of Latino faculty.
Surveys suggest that within the
next decade, Hispanics will
supercede African-American as
the largest minority in the U.S.
The question remains: is CSUSB
prepared for this. At this point
we are not.
Also as a Latino planning to
pursue a Ph.D, I find the statistics
jroublHig.- What is Ifaei
that is implied by the statistics;
work hard, play the game, but at
the end you may not be accepted
by those whom should be your
colleagues. Also, as a teacher, at
this point I am very reluctant to
recommend CSUSB to my pres
ent or future students. 1 ask the
CSUSB administration to work
diligently in hiring Latino facul
ty. Latinos are simply not going
to go away. We, Latinos, are here,
we were here, and we will remain
here. It is contrary to our culture
and our nature to remain silent.
German Loustaunau
CSUSB Student

Waifing for the <iay
By Matthew Woods *
Dickson and also the Dean's
office, is that they are simply
Hey Communication sm- waiting to have a new student
do you remember the lab monitor to put into the
vacant position. This way, }
I good old days when you were
able to go downstairs in communication students
University Hall and check your once again reap the rewards of
I mail, do a little surfing on the having computers remlily at
World Wide Web, or even get hand.
Another problem that is ;
some work done on a paper?
being ironed out the printing.
Well, you might be able to There are currently no
servers right now m the lab,
^t back in there and relive
which also makes printing
those memories of yore.
Yes, it is true that the unavailable.
Rumors that budget cuts
Comm Lab is temporarily
closed to students who are not had been the reason for the
taking specific classes in there unexpected shutdown are false.
So a.s we wail patiently,|
right now. But the keyword
we hope for the lab to re-open
hofKfulJy is temporarily.
before finals come around.
Word from Dr. Risa

Staff Writer

^

Calendar

April 28, 2003

Monday, May 5

5-12,

iJwl

Cinco de Mayo (La Raza Week)
Student Union Courtyard
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Food & entertainment available!
Finance & Contracts Committee
Student Union Board Room
3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Latino Theatre (La Raza Week)
Sponsored by
tudent Union Cross Cultural Center
Student Union Courtyard
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
X7204

MECHA Meeting
Student Union Board Room
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.nrv
Latino Theatre (La Raza Week)
Sponsored by
Student Union Cross Cultural Center
Student Union Events Center B&C
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
X7204

Studies in the Bible
Student Union Board Room
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m

Panhellenic Council Meeting
Student Union Board Room
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Health Fair
Student Union Events Center
Student Union Courtyard
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
LBSA Came Asada Sale
Student Union Patio
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

ASI Finance/CAB Board Meeting
Student Union Board Room
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m
ASI Board of Directors Meeting
Student Union Board Room
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
X5932

Coyote Karaoke
Stuaent Union Pub
4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

^

Thursday, May 8

Noontime Bands
Sponsored By
Student Union Program Board
12:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Spring Ludh
Library Lawn (Grass Area)
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Tickets:
$4 Students
$6 Staff/Faculty
ASI Activities Board Meeting
Student Union Board Room
2:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graphic Arts

Friday, May 9

Spring Social
Sponsored by: GLBT
Student Union Events Center B&C
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

To place an event
In the Calendar,
please bring
information to
Student Union Graphics,
room SU112,
call X3942,
or e-mail
sugraphics@csusb.edu

Sunday, May 1 1

Student Union
Board of Directors Meeting \
Student Union Board Room '
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. ^

Tuesday, May 6

4|&

Film: "My Brazil"
Sponsored by: GLBT
(Discusses the struggle for women
& queer equality in Brazil)
Student Union
Women's Resource Center
5:00 p.m.

Book Discussion Based On:
"The Seven Habits Of Highly
Effective People"
Student Union
Adult Re-Entry Center
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m
X5253

ASI Movie Night: "The Recruit"
Student Union Events Center B&C
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 7
MECHA Meeting
Student Union Board Room
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m

17

Student Union
Aduit Re-Entry Center
Family Day Picnic
Lawn area behind Health Center
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
X 5253

Sunday, May 1 1
Stress Break
Student Union Events Center
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
X 5253
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A Space Like this one could be
yours for a low low price.
Does your club or organization
need some advertising.
Advertise with the Chronicle
Call or email for more
information 909 880 5289 or
Sbchron@csusb.edu
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Next week elections
coverage continues
with voting results and
the naming of your
new ASI Executive
Board

student
Union

.reooB-HlaHDopQn,

|9AM-3PM Mon-Thurs.

iFull Set $16
iFill $9.00
iWaxing
l(Bring Coupon)

corner
TICKETS

$4 STUDENT
$6 STAFF / FACl

ALL UNIVERS

MAY 8, 2003
11:30 A.M. -1:30 P.M.
LIBRARY LAWN
(GRASS AREA)

-ASJ Continuea from
page 1
games. ASI really supported the
school athletes this year.
Another purchase that benefited
the school as well as the atheletics department was a new school
mascot costume.
"We have had a really suc
cessful year. That is something
that we cannot say every year.
We've been able to achieve
everything we wanted. Students
asked us to represent them and
we represented them," says
Fallis.
In the near future, ASI has
some plans in motion. The
Student Union will be doubling
in size. The Recreation Center
project is well on its way and
there is going to be a major gift
for the Student Union that will
be announced in the upcoming
weeks.

--Signs continuea from
page 1
allowed per candidate according
to Executive Vice President
incumbent
Jaque
Sutton.
MiUtiply those numbers by the
four people on each ticket - and
add in the apparently unlimited
number of smaller posters and
flyers - and it all adds up to a
whole lot of signs.
There may not be more than
one candidate or slate flier per

bulletin board. Fliers also may
not cover another candidate's
flier. There is no posting on trees,
buildings, glass or paint, espe
cially lampposts.
Each candidate is also
allowed one huge sign. This sign
cannot be larger than eight feet
wide and five feet tall. The max
imum height of the top of the
sign must be no higher than
seven feet from the ground level.
Wooden plywood sheets are not
allowed for the use of these par
ticular signs.
The signs don't come cheap
ly either. Steve Shelton, who is
running for Vice President of
Finance, admitted that his ticket
has spent somewhere around the
amount of $1200 on just posters,
flyers, and signs. Sutton's ticket
topped that at $1600. The candi
dates professed that they all
funded this aspect of the cam
paign themselves, directly out of
pocket.
Both sides are hoping that
the investment will,pay off.
"We wanted to let ourselves
be known [to the student body],"
said Shelton, "But we are also
hoping that this will help
increase the number of voters.
Students' voices need to be
heard. We want them to vote"
Sutton voiced that she likes
the visual element the posters
and signs lend to the campaign,
and hopes that their proven
effectiveness holds true. Not to
mention that this just seems to be

the way of politicians. She
laughingly added, "Hey, if it
works for the president..."

dance. This dancemimics the tikling bird's ability to move
between large bamboo poles.
They ended the night with a modera dance segment that included a
variety of traditional hip-hop and
described how the Filipino culture
is very urbanized.

-Heritage Day continued
from page 8
songs full of emotion heard
through the notcfs of her songs.
One of the songs played on the
koto was 'Harami', the Japanese .
word that means to view the
flowers in springtime.
The Japanese koto is a harp
like instrument played horizon
tally about six feet long made of
paulownia wood from the
Japanese kiri tree. The koto's
thirteen strings are made of silk
or nylon and are each of the same
thickness. Each string is tuned by
a moveable bridge made of ivory
or plastic, shaped like an invert
ed Y.
The koto is played with
three plectra or picks made of
ivory or plastic fitted into leather
bands that are placed on the^igbt
hand's index finger, middle fin
ger and thumb.
The Asian Heritage per
formance allowed everyone to
see something from a different
culture. "It is great, and you learn
something. It's good that you're
exposed to a different culture's
music," said Maggie Peltier, staff
nurse.

-Asian Continuea from
page S
(TSASB) and Taiwanese Student
Association (TWSA).
-The Coalition of Young
Filipino Americans (CYPA) is an
organization that broadens the
consciousness of the culture and
expands the Filipino culture.
Cultural diversity is becom
ing the norm and many welcome
it with open arms. This would
make aware, and even teach
many people, that there is a
world outside the United States.
Instead of being indifferent
to the world around, come and
see what the campus organiza
tions offer and you may pleasant
ly be surprised by what you find.

-Cinco De Mayo contin
uea from page 9
CSUSB English professor
Luz Elena Ramirez says that she
is," fascinated with the broader
context of Cinco de Mayo. In
1863, Napoleon III sent 30,000
troops to Puebla and installed an
emperor there, Maximilian, the
Archduke
of
of
Austria.
Maximilian's rule was actually a
stabilizing one and he brought

-Fiiipino Continuea flvm
pages
ty of the dance. Tinikling is hon
ored as the Philippine national
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some reforms to the country in
education; but Mexicans wanted
him out—and I think Napoleon
III did too. When the crisis of his
reign came to a head, he didn't
want to leave the country.
Malcolm Lowry offers an inter
esting view of Maximilian and
his empress Carlotta in the novel,
"Under
the
Volcano".
Notwithstanding his desire to
rule Mexico, Maximilian was
executed by a Queretaro firing
squad in 1867."
Nowadays, Cinco de Mayo
is celebrated though out the
country of Mexico, but very
especially in the state of Puebla
and in Mexico City. There are
military parades as a way of pay
ing tribute to all the heroes, sol
diers and civilians that gave their
lives for their country.
Cinco De Mayo is also cele
brated in America. Old Town of
San Diego holds one the biggest
Cinco de Mayo celebrations. For
more details about what is going
on for this holiday, check out
http://www.fiestacincodemayo.c
om.
Sophomores
Candice
Tsegga and Sandra Pakpahan
both have to attend school on
May 5th, but are looking forward
to the mariachi band that will be
performing on campus. Candice
says "I really don't celebrate it,
because 1 am not sure what I am
celebrating, but I am going to go
out and eat dinner with my
friends.'

Serving:

Authenic New York Style Bagels
Gourmet Coffee
Espressos
Cappuccinos
Gourmet Sandwiches

(

FULLY STOCKED BAR
ICE COLD BEER

Free DSL Internet access
(provided for customers)

$2.00 TUESDAYS
ALL BEERS, ALL DAY LONG!
11AM-1AM Open Daily
800 Kendall DR.
886-1086
21 & Over Please

Arrowhead Bagel Cornpany
I

Good for one FREE Bagel with Spread
1 With the purchase of any coffee or espresso drink
I

Phone orders # 887-4855

[5244 University Parkway
I San Bernardino

one coupon per customer
expires 5-28-03
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oppression is something most
humans even today would not
want to go through.
Hall of fame coach Vince
on campus and enhances the
Lombard! rounds out the top
potential of involved students.
three. He is the greatest coach
When observing previous
and coaches to this day are
experience, it's clear that ASI
inspired by his words.
members are also extensively
"Winning is not a sometime
involved with other leadership
thing; it's an all the time thing.
roles
throughout
CSUSB.
You don't win once in a while;
Officers tend to be involved with
you don't do things right once in
other organizations such as clubs
a while; you do them right all the
and fraternities or sororities.
time. Winning is a habit.
Students involved widi ASI will
Unfortunately, so is losing."
be the leaders of tomoirowi get
The Great Bambino Babe
ting a jump start today.
Ruth slides into the two spot. If
you have not seen The Sandlot,
-ro/j Ten Heroes contin
then you have never seen what
ued from page 22
heroes mean to kids. He is even
named after a candy bar.
Woods. Woods has won 37
Of course number 23,
tournaments
including
the
Michael
Jordan is number one.
Masters three times, and his pop
If it wasn't for him, I would not
ularity has influenced the success
have been approached to basket
and has brought the hype back
ball. He is what every player
into professional golf.
mimics
and his love for the game
Former Laker point guard
does
not
compare to his heart of
Earvin "Magic" Johnson pos
being
the
best. His career is for
sesses himself to be fifth on our
ever
an
imprint
on every basket
list. His career in the NBA is
ball
fan
in
the
world.
nothing compared to his influ
ence on society. On November
-'Movie Ticket
8, 1991, he said, "I think some
times we think, well, only gay Con^ from Page 12
people can get it—'It's not going or not, this is one movie that
to happen to me.' And I'm here shouldn't be missed.
saying that it can happen to any
FINAL VERDICT; :)
body, even me. Magic Johnson." *E-mail us at coyotemovietickAfter his speech, the support and et@hotmail.com and tell us
desire for HIV and AIDS has what you think of the Matrix

-ASI Culture continueU
from page 10

for this disease

lase^ir" iegen3^ J6c]
Robinson is fourth on our the list
of ten. Besides his success in
baseball, it came in a time where
race was still being discriminat
ed. But for a black athlete to
overcome all the haired and

ti^s...or we
mom next time (sic)."

-Bemus Con't from page
13
and [treat them] almost like a
friend, they'll always respect
you. We want to reach out to the

people we were."
A band that (gasp!) treats
their fans like regular people?
Not only is Bemus good to their
fan base, they also treat each
other as they would their own
family. In reference to his fel
low band-mates Gross com
mented, "They're my brothers.
We've experienced so much
together. They're my best
friends."
Ok, so they get along with
each other, they love their fans
and they realize a good CD
doesn't make you a good band.
Hmmmm. Aspiring and accom
plished musicians should take
note. Regardless of when these
guys put out their first hit
record, it's pretty obvious they
won't be suffering for fans...or
friends, for that matter. Check
out Bemus' website for up and
coming shows dates and for
information about their new
street team at www,b£rrtusmusicxom.

Scenes From XI.

Famke
Janssen as
Jean Grey

Aaron
Stanford as
Pyro

Halle Berry
as Storm

-Luna Continued from
page 4
along with his teaching creden
tial. Juan plans to teach for
about five years and acquire the
experience needed to become a
school administrator.
Most
importantly, Juan would like to
become involved with policy
and procedures in the education
system.
^ ^ ' "T like to helprfchiidi^ and
I would do what it takes to sup
port them; I hope to gain satis
faction from knowing that one
person can make a difference,
because so far I've done that
here at Gal. State," said Luna.

Hughjackman
as Wolverine

Classifieds
Miscellaneous
Property ('lesmup
Will Pick tip Jufik
and Debris 909 51
2678
File Cabinets, 4
drawer standard si^e
$40 each 909 425
2664

Law
Traffic Defenders.
Inc.
We defend ALL
moving violations
: including: Traffic
Tickets,
Driving
. Underihe Influence,
i Driving with a
Suspended License,
i and OMV Hearings.

; Call
Traffic
Defenders
at
(909)862-4200

Another Look at Bemus...

The Coyote
Chronicle
Is looking for you...Are you gifted artisti
cally...Do you have
an eye for a good
picture? Then we're
looking for you.
Come By our office
in UH 037 or give us
a call 909 880 5289
to find out about
opportunities.

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
Senior second baseman Josh Thomas slides safely into home plate in a California Colligate Athletic Association Conference match

Baseball slides into home stretch
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
This year has been tough
for the defending CCAA tourna
ment champion CSUSB Men's
Baseball Team.
The Coyotes are currently
22-25 overall and sit tenth in the
CCAA with a 13-22 conference
record.
The weekend of April 26
and 27 did not make the season
any easier for the Coyotes, who

were coming off an impressive
22-2 defeat of Vanguard
University.
The weekend featured two
days of doubleheaders on the
road against division foe Chico
State.
The Coyotes never got
going offensively in the fi
game of the day-one doubleheader and lost 1-4.
The Coyotes kept it close in
the second game before suc
cumbing to Chico State in 10
innings and losing 2-1.

i

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
Senior Liz Nicks was one reason why the 'Yotes had a 20-win season

eight consecutive CCAA match
ups.
Even with the disappointing
season,
the Coyotes have had
8.
significant
contributions from
However, the Coyotes
several
different
sources this
avoided the four game sweep by
stealing the fourth and final season.
These players have helped
game of the weekend 5-2.
Coyotes
tremendously
The 5-2 victory over Chico the
State was the Coyotes first throughout the season.
Senior Josh Thomas is bat
defeat of a CCAA team since
ting .361 to go along with 3Q
April 12.
They defeated Cal State RBI, junior Brain Schweiger is
Stanislaus 3-1 on that date and batting .328 to go along with
proceeded to lose their next five home runs and-a team lead

The second day started out
much like the first game did
with the Coyotes losing badly 1-

ing 32 RBI, fellow junior Chris
McAllen is batting .309 to go
along with six home runs and 31
RBI.
Alos senior Mark Ayala Jr.
is batting .324 to go along with
five home runs and 28 RBI.
The Coyotes will finish
their 2003 season with -four
home games against division
foe San Francisco State.
The second of those games
is a doubleheader that will be
played at Fiscalini Field and
broadcasted on Coyote radio.

Nicks earns WWPA honors
CSUSB
iVire
Cal State San Bernardino sen
ior Liz Nicks has been selected to
the all-Women's Western Water
Polo Association second-team for
2003 by a vote of the WWPA
coaches.
Nicks, a stalwart in the twometer position, scored 74 goals
during the Coyotes 19-15 season
which ended Sunday with a sixthplace finish in the WWPA tourna
ment at Cal State Bakersfield.

Her goal total is No. 2 all-time
for a single season behind Lisa
Moreno's 90 goals tallied in the
inaugural year of CSUSB water
polo (1999). Nicks scored a singlematch high of eight goals against
California Institute of Technology.
She had six goals in the
WWPA toumament, three against
Santa Clara University, a Division
I team, in an 11-8 defeat.
Nicks contributed 13 assists,
28 steals and drew 10 ejections
against opponent defenders.

For her two-year career at
CSUSB, Nicks had 88 goals, 18
assists and 62 steals.
Coach Tim Finwall has nomi
nated Nicks for the Collegiate
Water Polo Association AllAmerica team in Division II.
Before joining the Coyotes in
2001-02, Nicks competed two
years for Riverside Commimity
College. She is a graduate of
Colton High School where she
was the water polo team's best
defensive player and team captain.
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Softball hopes to swing out of slump
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
The
CSUSB Women's
Softball Team added to their sea
son's woes, during the weekend
by losing four out of five games
at the Gal State Bakersfield
Tournament.
The tournament was played
in Bakersfield April 25 through
April 27.
The Lady Coyotes had high
hopes of salvaging what was left
of their season by winning a cou
ple games at the tournament.
A tough 3-8 lose to the even
tual tournament champion Gal
State Bakersfield in the opening
game, hampered those hopes.
The ladies concluded dayone of the tournament by losing a
close match-up to Gal State
Stanislaus 3-1.
Day two started with the
ladies losing another tough deci
sion 7-6 to Gal State Dominguez
Hills.
However, the day would not
be a total disappointment. The
ladies defeated Ghico State hand
ily by a score of 7-3 in the second
game of the day.
The final day of the competi
tion pitted the Lady Coyotes
against Sonoma State - with a
game bid on the line
to t\ve consolation game later that

day.
Although GSUSB put up a
valiant effort they came up short
for the fourth time in the tourna
ment and lost 4-6.
The tournament losses left
die ladies with a current overall

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Senior catcher Trade Schioppi swings for the fences in CCAA conference game at Coyote field
record of 12-44 and 7-19 in the
GGAA for the 2003 season. Even
with all their tough loses this sea
son, the Lady Coyotes have had
some impressive statistical per
formances finm a couple veteran
players.
-- <Senior second basewoman

and
co-captain
Sharmaine
Kendrick has been a guiding light
for the squad this season.
She is currently batting .284
to go along with six home runs
and leads the team in doubles and
RBI, with 24.

Fellow senior, co-captain the Lady Coyotes.
Dawn Gastaneda took over
and catcher Tracie Schioppi is
having an equally impressive for Roxanne Berch who coached
the team for nine seasons, from
2003 season.
Schioppi is currently batting 1994 through 2002.
Gastaneda took over a team
an impressive .341 to go along
with nine home TUBS and 24 RBL .feat had lost several pitchers
Schioppi is the leader in proving to be the team's down
almost every statistical category fall.
Gastaneda points out that
on the team including batting
without
solid experience at the
average, home runs, at bats, slug
ging percentage and a tie with pitching position the Lady
Coyotes were unable to improve
Kendrick for the RBI lead.
The 2003 season also on last years 32-31 overall
brought in a new head coach for record.

The Ladies will finish their
2003 se^on with two doubleheaders at Coyote Field over the
weekend of May 2 throu^ May
3.
The team will honor the six
seniors before the May 2 game
against nationally ranked Gal
State Bakersfield.
The seniors who will be hon
ored before the game include:
Tracie Schioppi, Sharmaine
Kendrick, Jamie Killeen, Latisha
Hernandez, Diana Sutton and
Kristen Garcia.

CSUSB athletes bring brains along with bronze
scholars account for 22 percent of
all those participating in intercolle
giate sports at GSUSB.
The Athletics Department has By sport, feey are:
re-instituted its "Leaders of the Women's Soccer — Kayla
(Highland)
Jr.,
Pack" awards program that recog Humphries
Stephanie
Sheldrick
(Palmdale)
nizes all student-athletes who meet
or exceed the California Collegiate So.
Athletic Association academic Men's Soccer — Johnny
Richardson (Upland) Jr., Victor
award minimum of 3.4.
Through the first two quarters Polanco (Goachella) Sr.
of the 2002-03 school year, 44 of Women's Cross Country
the 200 student-athletes competing Hannah Knight (Opononi, N.Z.)
in 11 sports have qualified as Jr., Andrea Martinez (Redlands)
"Leaders of the Pack." These So., Gandice Palmer (Redlands)
CSUSB
ff^re

Fr., Tanya Zefeijahn (Hesperia) Fr.
Women's Volleyball — Kim Ford
(Etiwanda) Jr., Kristen Soliz (San
Bemardino) Jr., Glisten Trent
(Bakersfield) Fr., Tiffany Brown
(Murrieta) So., Jessica Nelthoipe
(Hemet) Fr., Angelica Jones
(Oakland) Fr.
Men's Basketball — Jon
Florence (Yucaipa) Sr., Lance Ray
(Twentynine Palms) Sr., Jeff
Tucker (Redlands) Sr., Yoseph
Yaisreal (Alta Loma) Fr..
Women's Basketball — Amanda
Fitzgerald (Elk Grove) Jr., Doveal

Goins (Moreno Valley) Sr., Trisha (Yucaipa) Fr., Erik Simmons
Raniewicz (Rochester N.Y.) Sr., (Yucaipa) Fr., and Michael Reh
Kenya Salas (Fontana) Sr., (Ontario) Jr.
Michelle Mendelson (Olympia, Men's Golf— David Backus (Los
Wash.) Sr., Jenae Esteves Alamos, N.M.) Jr., Adam
(Etiwanda) Fr., Leilani Tirona Sepulveda (Simi Valley) So.,
(Alameda) Jr., Jennifer Skrifvars Robert Mink (Moreno, Valley) Fr.,
Brandon Abbott (Riverside) So.
(Brea) Fr.
Women's Softball — Tracie Women's Tennis — Jennifer
Schioppi (Alta Loma) Sr., Diana Newman (San Bemardino) So.,
Sutton (Golton) Sr., Ronica Gassandra Sumrow (Barstow) Sr.
Almanza (Moreno Valley) Fr., Women's Water Polo — Taryn
Robyn Dixon (Moreno Valley) Fr. Harp (San Bemardino) Sr./Gr.,
Men's BasebaU — Greg Gollette Shannon Lewison (Fontana) Jr.,
(Yucaipa) Jr., Aaron Jimenez Gamille Glarendon (Redlands) So.

MOTOR SCOOTERS XTRB
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CSUSB athletes are honored for their work inside the classroom
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Reyes and
Backus in

Top ten sports heros of all-time
By Anthony Cruz

Staff Writer

NCAA

Heroes are not born, but
made.
Many sport heroes have had
significant impacts on American
society and culture. Athletes
have an ability of effecting oth
t'SDSB
ers, and these ten individuals are
mre
more than just sport legends, they
are heroes.
J.R. Reyes, a junior wbo^
Hero
number
ten
is
played
in
thC;!
Riverside-native
Cheryl
Miller.
West/Northwest
Super
|
Besides all her accomplishments,
Regional iasi year as an hkStJ
she
helped women realize that
vidual, and David BackiB»'p
they
can compete and dominate
also a junior, were both|
over
males. If it wasn't for
die five individual!
Cheryl Miller, women's basket
players and eight teams cho- ;
ball would not be as big as it is
;;sesi to compete in dte 54-|
now and that's why she cracks
l^le tournament at Meadows!
the top ten.
. Ciolf Ch:a> in Littleton. Colo,
NASCAR legend Richard
i:
ITie tournament begins|
Petty,
the King is number nine.
4 with a practice toumtl
He
helped
make NASCAR into
Piand continues
through^
what
it
is
today.
s|Wednesday.
Colorad^
From his trademark cowboy
fChristian University is the|
hat
and
shades to his love for rac
ibost for the event
4
ing
and
his fans, he is by far the
Reyes, of San Diego,
epitome of NASCAR.
iwas dte Coyotes best player
Number eight is football and
ihi'^h of the to two yeto.r;^
SHfe stroke average for 26
^rtRinds of golf during the
i 2002-03 regular season was
i 753i He shot one-under par
g-71stm two occasions — his'
low rounds of tlie year.

Collegiate
Athletic
Assttoialion championships r
»st week and earned all- CCAA honors for the first
' time. He finished in a tie for
26th with an eight-over-par
score of 224 at Estrella
i Mountain
Ranch
near
Phoenix, Ariz,
Hackus, of Los Alamos,:
N.M., was
No. 2 golfer, posting a stroke average of
76.4 for 26 rounds. He .shot
eveir par 72 twice during the
season. This will be his first
^pearance in the regirmal.
Coyotes C oach Greg
Pnce said that after the ei^t
toams (40 players) were cho
sen to represent the West
Region in the tournament,
the next five players in
stroke average from noncompeting teams were identifiei including Reyes and
Btickus.
The top two teams and
top two individuals advance
to the NC'AA champion^iip
tournament on May 20-23 at
Crosswater Country Club in
Sunriver. Ore., hosted by
Chico State.
Coming into die tourna
ment, Bakersfield is ranked
No. 2 in the nation while
Stanislaus is No. 5, Chico
State No. 6, Western
Washington No. 7 and UC
Davis is No. 10, acctmlingto
Golfstat.com.
CSUSB
wound up 35lh in thte naticBtted poll after being ranked
No. 10^ at the conclusion of
hc fall tournament schedul^

Courtesy of google.com
Babe Ruth was one of baseball s great players
community leader Jim Brown.
He is the only person to be
inducted into the halls of fame for
pro football, college football and
lacrosse.
In 1988, he created the
Amer-I-Can program, a program
to turn gang members from
"destructive to productive" mem

Courtesy of google.com

Michael Jordan revolutionize basketball

bers of society.
Brown continues to work in
the community to create better
lives for his fellow citizens.
The Great One, Wayne
Gretzky is number seven. In his
final NHL game, he recorded his
2857th point in his 1487th game.
He retired and was inducted into

the Hockey Hall of Fame. He is
the greatest hockey play^ to ever
live.
Next on the list is Tiger

"Top ten heros of
All-time conta on
page

GOTO ATTW1RELESS.COM/MEETPETE
AT&T Wireless Stores^
SAN BERNARDINO
1375 Camino Real, #120
909 8S4-7861

Important Information
An addrtk>ndmorthly $1.75 Reflu^ Program Fee wffltaaddedtoyourWtof9ac#.6r«o(ser^lo help h-ldAmWrelesscoev^

compatible device and up to a $175 cancellalton tee. Not available tor purchase or use In all areas. Usage is rounded up to ttw next full minute.
roaming, additkxiai minute and long distance charges, universal connectivity charge, surcharges,
towSmtesion limitations Not available with other offers. Otters available tor a ymited time. You will be bound by the General Terms and Conditions
Pf"^
IictlT^ S^S^^
and phone purchase. Phone must be active on ATiT Wreless service tor 30 days. Otter available tor a
tsne cx
aoolv See store or www attwireless com/meetpete tor details. mMode: mMode not available on all devices, rate plans or available tor purchase or use in all areas.
?SSes and other conditions apply. Night and Weekend Minutes: Available on calls placed from the Home Service Area
rarS^m^
isfrwng oo pm - 5 59 am M-F and F 9^)0 pm - M 5:59 am. NrtkKiwMe Long DWanee: No wkeless kwg distance charges appty to cals placed from your ^Sra Ar« to
United States, Standard airlime charges apply. Nokia 3590 $100 MMHn Rebrte: Phorw and service must be active for 30 days and wheri rebate is processed. Allow 8-10 weeks tor rebate check. See
rebate form tor fun details. mMode not avaiiatte with this phone.
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Head Coach Tom Finwall instructs his pupils.in the pool at the WWPA, where they placed sixth

Water polo tallies another 20-win season
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
Although the Gal State San
Bernardino water polo team took a
dip in this year's record, this yeare
team experienced remains afloat.
The Lady Coyotes finish the
season with a 20-15 record overall
compared to last seasons record of
25-8.
However, the ladies on the
team point out that even though
they had a better record last year
this year's team is much stronger.
The Lady Coyotes played
several Division 1 schools during
their 2003 season.
These teams, included the
University of Michigan, the

University of Indiana, Arizona
State University, Notre Dame and
Yale.
The ladies hung with every
one of these powerhouses and
defeated Yale 12-6.
Even though the ladies lost
their final match of the season at
the WWPA tournament at
Bakersfield to Santa Clara
University, their season still pro
duced successful stories.
One of those stories belongs
to senior co-captain and 2-meter
defender Liz Nicks.
Nicks produced die second
highest goal total in school history
by scoring 74 goals for the Lady
Coyotes.
She was shy of the 90 goals

that Lisa,Moreno put up in the
team's inaugural 1999 season.
.Nicks was also named to the AllWWPA second team - an honor
that is voted on by die coaches in
the WWPA.
Another outstanding player
for the Lady Coyotes this season
was sophomore co-captain and
utility player, Sarah Reneker.
Reneker was the second lead
ing scorer on the team with 60
goals and was the No. 1 player on
the team in ejections draw.
With two more years left with
the Lady Coyotes, Reneker looks
to help the ladies go to the next
level come 2004.
The 2003 season also marked
the first time the team was not

coached by Danielle Altman, who
coached the ladies fi"om their
inception in 1999.
Altman had two successful
season and helped set up the foun
dation for the CSUSB Women's
Water Polo Team.
This meant that new head
coach Tom Finwall had big shoes
to fill coming to CSUSB this sea
son.
By guiding the Lady Coyotes
to a winning season Finwall
proved diat he could step up and
fill those shoes.
Finwall brought a will to win
to the Lady Coyotes when he came
fh)m J.W. North High School this
year.
During his time at J.W. North

Finwall led his water polo team to
three
consecutive
GIF
Championship games and says
that one of his goals this year was
to start building a winning tradi
tion at CSUSB.
The CSUSB Women's Water
Polo Team had six seniors who
had to say good-bye to their water
polo careers last weekend in
Bakersfield.
These seniors include: Liz
Nicks, Kari Harberts, Ashleah
Morrison, Brenda Kalbeig Taryn
Harp and Heather Hebert.
The Lady Coyotes will miss
their leadership next season and
will look to continue to improve
on what these players help build at
CSUSB.

Cross country runners earn academic honors
CSUSB

Wire
For the fourth straight year,
the Cal San Bernardino women's
cross-country team received a
national award for academic
achievement and two of its run

ners were accorded individual
scholastic honors.
The NCAA Division II
Cross
Country
Coaches
Association announced that the
Coyotes squad had a cumulative
grade point average of 3.39
through the fall quarter of com

petition to earn 2002-03 team
honors.
The team's lop two runners freshman Tanya Zefeijahn and
junior Hannah Knight — earned
All-Academic Team honors from
the association. Zeferjahn posted
a 3.92 grade point average while

Knight had a perfect 4.0. It was
the second straight year that
Knight earned the award.
Zeferjahn was the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
freshman of the year and made
the NCAA Division II All-West
Region team for her 14th-place

finish. Knight finished 27th in
the regional meet.
Their
teammate, Katie
Pederson, a senior, earned simi
lar honors in 2001-02. The coach
of the team is Tom Burleson,
who will be starting his 14th sea
son as head coach in the fall.
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Campus Quad (Peppers Lawn) / May 10th, 2003 /12 noon tU 5pm
Check Out the Free MTV Interactive Music Expo; Listen to New Music / Win Cool Stuff
Meet the Bands / Enter the MC Battle / Be a TRL Host for the Day
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